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ABSTRACT
UNDERSTANDING CLIENT DESCRIPTIONS OF PRESENTING PROBLEMS:
FORMULATING A TAXONOMY
SEPTEMBER 2000
AMY S. CHENG, B.A., WILLIAMS COLLEGE
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor David M. Todd & Marian L. MacDonald
Clients' constructions of presenting problems play an important role in therapy,
influencing both process and outcome. This study focused on developing a classification
system that would be useful for understanding their constructions. Some important goals
in building this system involved including a comprehensive representation of problems
(including those described by people of color and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
clients), achieving a balance of specificity and abstraction, and having statistical support.
Drawing from client reports of their problems as depicted in an intake questionnaire, this
study included two methodological approaches, one qualitative and the other quantitative.
In the qualitative analysis, open-ended exploration of client narratives allowed the data to
inform theory, helping to form the categories. In the quantitative analysis, it was found
that overall reliability for nine basic categories was acceptable. The categories of
Emotional Distress, Self-Esteem/Concept, Relationships, and Substance Abuse had
interrater reliabilities of 80% or higher. The categories of Self-Management, Physical
Complaints, Environmental Stresses, and No Defining Problem had reliabilities closer to
70%. Suggestions are made to improve this classification system, and strengths and
limitations are addressed, including a focus on the presenting problems of people of col
and LBGT clients.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In psychotherapy literature, the term presenting problems has been used to
describe clients' perceived symptoms, emotional or cognitive disturbances, or ditTicult
behaviors that lead them to seek mental health services. Researchers have studied
clients' presenting problems as they relate to a number of important aspects of
treatment, including help-seeking, client goals and expectations, treatment setting and
modality, special populations and diagnostic categories, and most notably,
psychotherapy process and outcome (Kunkel & Newsom, 1996).
Clients present a large variety of problems when coming for psychotherapy.
Client problems may vary from the general, e.g., "feeling depressed," to the specific,
e.g., solving difficulties with a supervisor at work. Often, clients expect that such
problems will be resolved, or at least, made manageable. In a sense, psychotherapy
may be seen as a form of "problem-solving" (Orlinsky, Howard, & Hill, 1970). As
such, it is an important task to understand how clients may describe or "construct"
their difficulties. Understanding how clients present their problems may have
important implications for treatment. For example, when clients seeks services, it is
important to ascertain why they are coming, what they would like from therapy, what
kind of treatment (setting or modality) would be most helpful, and if they may have
special needs. How a therapist (or an agency) takes these considerations into account
may influence both the process and outcome of therapy.
Developing a classification system of client constructions of problems may be
especially helpful in studying psychotherapy process and outcome. By having a
classification system of problems, we would be able to generalize across cases and to
study important issues in therapy, such as how different "types" of problems may
change over the course of therapy, what kinds of problems therapists and clients may
come to "agree" on, and how client constructions of problems influence their
expectations and goals for therapy and, ultimately, outcome.
Ideally, a classification system of client problems would have a number of
important qualities, such as the inclusion of a comprehensive range of problems,
achieving a balance of specificity and abstraction, having statistical support, and
being clinically useful. To develop such a system is no easy task. For example, to be
comprehensive, it is ideal to include clients who are representative of a number of
different groups across age, gender, culture, race, social class, education, and other
important variables. At the same time, a researcher must make generalizations from
clients' statements of problems, balancing both specificity and abstraction, without
overlooking important themes that recur in clients' descriptions of problems. To pay
attention to clients' perspectives on problems, a researcher must also be careful not to
impose his or her interpretation of the client's narrative. And, to test
conceptualizations of client problems, a quantitative or statistical analysis of the data
is important. Lastly, such a system must ultimately prove to be useful and applicable
to clinical work.
The present study has addressed most, but not all, of these criteria in
attempting to develop a classification system of problems. Within the context of a
college population, this study tried to include a comprehensive range of problems, a
number of general categories that achieve a balance of specificity and abstraction, and
acceptable interrater reliability. Although it was difficult to include everyone's voice
in a comprehensive system, it was also an aim of this study to integrate the frequently
overlooked problems of both racial/cultural (those with non-European descent) and
sexual (gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender) minority groups. It was also a priority of
the study to understand the clients' constructions of problems as closely as possible,
without preemptively applying theoretical perspectives.
There have already been many attempts to try to describe, clarify, or classify
client problems (also known as foci or target complaints). Some approaches have
been idiographic, while others have attempted to generalize client problems. In one
of the first studies that looked at target complaints, researchers asked clients to inform
them about the three problems they most wanted help with in therapy (Battle et al.,
1966). These responses were recorded at intake and four months later, clients were
asked to rate the amount of change in each problem on a five-point scale. This
technique was found to be useful as a reliable outcome measure. Also, this approach
is valuable in that it is client-centered and easy to understand. However, this
approach is limited because one is unable to generalize problem content across cases.
In another ideographic approach, the Personal Questionnaire technique, a
clinical interviewer lists a number of problems the client mentions during an initial
meeting, and rates each problem's severity (Shapiro, 1961). Subsequently, at later
points in the therapy, the problem's severity is rated again to look for changes.
Again, this approach is client-centered. Based on this technique, a coding system was
developed in order to understand client problems in five important domains: (a)
symptoms; (b) mood; (c) self-esteem and self-efficacy; (d) relationships; and (e)
specific performance (Barkham & Shapiro. 1989). These domains were used in order
to cover issues cemral to cognitive-behavioral and psychodynamic-interpersonal
therapies (M. Barkham, personal communication, August 17, 1999). By generating
these categories, researchers were able to classify individual problems and to study
psychotherapy process more closely and to make some general inferences. A
limitation of this system is that it relied on categories that were derived a priori,
although researchers did try to include two theoretical approaches.
In addition to idiographic approaches, there have been many attempts to
classify client problems into general categories. Researchers have chosen to focus on
"types" of problems in the hopes that classifying problems may help to generalize
across cases. While it is important to acknowledge how individual clients are unique
in their problems, developing general categories of client problems may prove to be
especially useful in understanding therapy process. Already, some evidence suggests
that different types of problems (or symptoms) "act" and change differently in
treatment. For example, in one study, researchers found that in terms of day-to-day
stability, "symptom items were the most unstable..., followed by mood items... and
specific performance items..., whereas relationship items... and self-esteem items
were relatively stable" (Barkham, Stiles, & Shapiro, 1993). In another study,
researchers discovered that chronic distress symptoms demonstrated the fastest
average response rate, whereas characterological problems demonstrated the slowest
(Kopta, Howard, Lowry, & Beutler, 1994).
A number of psychotherapy researchers have provided categorical
classification systems of presenting problems, but failed to explain how the categories
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were derived or did not subject the systems to a statistical analysis (e.g.. Bond, Bloch,
& Yalom, 1979; Gill, 1985; McPartland & Richart, 1966, as cited in Yoken, 1988).
Many, although reportedly reliable, were simply lists of popular complaints (e.g.,
Burstein, 1993; Deane, Spicer, & Todd, 1997; Farrell, Camplair, & McCuUough,
1987; Hutchinson, Lee, & Hutchinson, 1987; Silverman, 1980; Udell & Hornstra,
1 976). While many of the categories may be useful or helpful in understanding
client constructions of problems, researchers offered no clear theory or systematic
rationale that could explain the categorizations.
Other statistically supported classification systems exist, but differed in their
utility for psychotherapy. Some researchers (Sirles, 1982; Vargo-Moncier & Jessell,
1995) offer categories that tend to be too broad, for example, giving only 2 or 3
dimensions. Such measures may be useful for describing some differences in
therapy, such as perceptions of change or quality of intake reports, but may be too
general to explain why clients seek psychotherapy or in what specific ways they show
gains (Yoken, 1988). Some psychiatric measures have statistically supported ratings
of problem categories, but are geared for a medical model of health, rather than
psychotherapy (Longabaugh, Fowler, Stout, & Kriebel, 1983; Mitchell, Pyle, &
Hatsukami, 1983). Yet other researchers have provided theoretical classifications of
client problems, but with no quantitative analysis of results (Orlinsky, Howard, &
Hill, 1970; Strupp & Hadley, 1977).
To date, there are only a few systems of classification that have had statistical
clarity. In one study, researchers developed a categorization scheme based on
multiple problems. Using a computerized assessment system called the
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Computerized Assessment System for Psychotherapy Evaluation and Research
(CASPER; McCullough, 1986), they performed a factor analysis of all items,
generating a seven-factor solution that included the following: (1) Global distress
rating, (2) Chemical problems, (3) Suicide problems, (4) Thought problems, (5)
Physical problems, (6) Interpersonal problems, and (7) Mood problems (Heppner &
al., 1994). This approach has notable internal organization. One limitation of this
study is that several common university counseling center client problems are missing
from CASPER, including incest, rape, or sexual assault trauma, career or educational
concerns, eating disorders, as well as gay, lesbian, or bisexual, and ethnic minority
concerns. For at least the college population, then, this system may not be the most
comprehensive.
Another measure, called the 15 Personal Problems Inventory, has also been
found to have statistical support (Johnson & Holland, 1986). Based on a list of client
problems compiled by Cash, Begley, McCown, & Weise (1975), researchers
performed a factor analysis and extracted a four-factor structure including the
following: (1) Performance anxiety problems, (2) Interpersonal problems, (3)
Intrapersonal problems, and (4) Substance abuse problems. This system also has
good internal organization. However, this study is limited by the scope of the original
list of 15 problems (general anxiety, alcohol problems, shyness, sexual functioning,
depression, conflicts with parents, speech anxiety, dating and relationship problems,
career choice, insomnia, drug addiction, inferiority feelings, test anxiety, difficulty
making friends, and trouble studying), which also omit critical problems, such as
incest, rape, sexual assault trauma, eating disorders, gay, lesbian, or bisexual, and
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ethnic minority concerns. In addition, it may be tlie case that these categories are too
broad to be useful for studying psychotherapy process and outcome.
In one notable study, researchers used a concept map to portray the scope and
structure of presenting problems at a university-based clinic (Kunkel & Newsom,
1996). This concept map was derived from clients' perceptions of problems and
analyzed statistically. Study participants (clients at a university counseling clinic)
reported their presenting problems, which were then qualitatively analyzed in order to
generate a list of representative items. The participants then performed unstructured
card sorts on the items (i.e., they followed instructions such as "Put items into piles
according to how they seem to go together), which indicated how participants
organized and categorized their presenting problems. Using the statistical techniques
ofMDS and cluster analysis, researchers interpreted the results to fall into eleven
clusters, which include the following: (1) Academic problems, (2) External referral,
(3) Self-management, (4) Family difficulties, (5) Interpersonal Coping, (6) Physical
Health, (7) Perceived Psychological Flaws, (8) Depression, (9) Anger/Anxiety, (10)
Emotional Distress, and (11) Drugs/ Hallucinations. This approach is quite useful
because it relies on clients' understanding of how their problems may be related.
Although this study has not yet been replicated, this system offers a very promising
start.
Perhaps the most comprehensive system of classification was described in an
unpublished study where 58 psychotherapy outpatients were asked to describe their
reasons for seeking psychotherapy. In this study, Yoken (1988) developed a
classification system with six main categories: Emotionalness (managing feelings.
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emotional reactivity, a feeling state mentioned alone or emphasized as much as or
more than the circumstances in which it occurs). Self-concept (esteem, understanding,
confidence), Interpersonal Relationship, Achievemem, Physical Complaint (including
substance use, pain, illness, weight, eating), and Trauma (for example, rape, death of
a parent. Two of these main categories included subclassifications. For Interpersonal
Relationships, there were subcategories of intimate (marital, romantic partner),
sexual, social (friends, social life), public (acquaintances, at work, people in general),
and family (except marital) relationships. For the achievement category, there were
work or school, family (handling responsibilities), discrete task or tasks, and global
(goals, direction in life, overall life management) subcategories (see Table 1).
Independent judges (clinicians themselves) later coded these data into these
categories and subcategories. The advantages of this system are that it includes a
comprehensive range of problems, shows internal organization, achieves a balance of
specificity and abstraction, and has statistical support. However, this system was
based solely on clinicians' perspectives of problems, and the results have not yet been
replicated. Unfortunately, the researcher also failed to discuss how these categories
were derived. In addition, demographic information about patients was not provided,
so it is unclear whom her subjects represented.
While there has been research in the area of classifying presenting problems,
much of the work has been piecemeal, with researchers working only with their
individual conceptualizations of categories. In developing a comprehensive system,
some integration of pre-existing categories seemed called for. To date, the coding
system developed by Yoken (1988) is the most comprehensive available. However,
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other important systems have much to contribute, such as one developed by Kunkel &
Newsom (1996).
Given all of the research available on classification of presenting problems, 1
attempted to integrate some of the categories mentioned in a number of different
studies. Using the sets of category classification systems outlined on Table 1 , 1 tried
to put together a comprehensive system including all of the categories mentioned.
Because Yoken's (1988) classification system seemed to be the most comprehensive,
I began to classify other categories according to her schema. By using the six main
categories of Emotionalness, Relationship, Self Concept, Achievement, Physical
Complaint, and Trauma, I classified categories from other research under this system
(see Table 2).
On doing so, however, I was struck by the number of items that did not fit
easily into Yoken's (1988) system. Some examples included general stress,
problems with behavior, thought problems, obsessions, procrastination, sexual
functioning, and environmental stresses, among others. I turned to other systems for
help. Kunkel & Newsom's (1996) seemed especially promising, because of its
breadth and the fact that it was developed from clients' perceptions of the
relationships between various problems. In particular, their category of "Self-
Management" seemed to account for a number of items that Yoken's (1988) did not.
These items included behavioral and thought problems difficult to classify under
Yoken's (1988) system. In addition, the category of "Life Transitions" seemed to
encompass Yoken's notion of "Achievement" and provided for some new
possibilities, especially developmental tasks (for example, "aging"). Yoken's (1988)
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"Emotionalness" category was renamed "Emotional Distress" because the term
"distress." used by Kunkel & Newsom (1996) seemed to indicate that some, but not
all, emotions may be problematic. Yoken's (1988) category of "Physical Complaint-
was further subdivided into substance abuse based on Kunkel & Newsom's (1996)
findings that physical problems were sorted into a different cluster than substance
abuse. Lastly, the category of "Environmental Stresses," was mentioned only by
Parrel et al. (1987), and may indicate that some problems (as constructed by clients)
may have a strong environmental or societal component (e.g., poverty,
discrimination). It was thought that this category would be important to include
societal/cultural aspects of people's difficulties.
Having integrated some of the systems available, it was possible to check the
usefulness of the new system using client reports from a university clinic database.
In developing a classification system, it was necessary to work with data in several
stages. Although the stages of the study are presented in linear fashion, it is
important to remember that the investigation was an iterative process, with a dynamic
interchange between conceptualization (theory) and actual client data.
Initially, it was important to explore this theoretical system in a qualitative way in
order to better conceptualize the categories and to provide exemplars. A major goal
was to develop a coding system based on the qualitative conceptualization of
categories by writing a clear and concise coding manual to evaluate the ability of
independent raters who were not clinically trained to agree on coding, and to use
input from the raters to continue to refine the system. Ultimately, the goal of the
study was to produce a classification system of client problems useful for studying
10
psychotherapy, integrating information available from previous research with cli
data.
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Table 1: Examples of classification systems of client problems
Barkham et al. (1993)
Symptoms
Mood
Self-esteem and self-efficacy
Relationships
Specific Performance
Burstein et al. (1993)
Academic problems
Anxiety
Childhood Abuse
Compulsive behavior
Depression
Eating Disorders
Gender identity problems
Generalized stress
Identity (self-esteem, goals)
Interpersonal family/couples
Interpersonal not family
Job stress
Obsessions (worrying)
Phobias
Physical complaints
Procrastination
Recent trauma (assault, burglary,
Sexual function problems
Substance abuse
Uncontrolled behavior/feelings
Deane et al. (1997)
Anxiety
Eating Disorders
Self-concept
General stress
Thought problems
Uncontrolled behavior
Career/life decision
Depression
Physical problems
Family/marital
Social-interpersonal
Academic/learning
Recent trauma
Substance abuse
etc.)
Farrellet al. (1987)
Physical problems
Mood problems
Thought problems
Overt behavior
Life tasks
Leisure time
Social behavior
Social support
Family relationships
Sexual behavior
Self-concept
Environmental stresses
Life satisfaction
Kunkel & Newsom (1996)
Life transitions
External Referral
Self-Management
Family Difficulties
Interpersonal Coping
Physical Health
Perceived Psychological Flaws
Depression
Anger/Anxiety
Emotional Distress
Drugs/Hallucinations
Heppneretal. (1994)
Global distress rating
Chemical problems
Suicide problems
Thought problems
Physical problems
Interpersonal problems
Mood problems
Leisure activities
Yoken (1988)
Emotionalness
Interpersonal Relationship
Intimate
Sexual
Social
Public
Family
Achievement
Work or School
Family
Discrete task
Global
Physical Complaint
Trauma
Johnson and Holland (1986)
Performance anxiety problem
Interpersonal problems
Intrapersonal problems
Substance abuse problems
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Table 2: Integrating categories into Yoken's (1988) classification system
Emotionalness
anxiety
depression
mood
suicide
symptoms
performance anxiety
phobias
worrying
Physical Complaint
Eating disorders
Physical problems
Substance Abuse
Chemical Abuse
Relationship
Marital
Social-interpersonal
Interpersonal family/couples
Interpersonal not family
Social support
Self-Esteem/Concept
self-concept
identity
gender identity
self-efficacy
Achievement
career/life decisions
academic
life tasks
life satisfaction
specific performance
Trauma
child abuse
recent trauma
Other
general stress
compulsive behavior
job stress
obsessions
thought problems
procrastination
sexual functioning
uncontrolled feelings
over behavior
social behavior
sexual behavior
environmental stresses
global distress
leisure time
leisure activities
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Table 3: Integrating problem categories into a new inclusive system
Emotional Distress
anxiety
depression
mood
suicide
performance anxiety
anger/fear
general distress
job stress
worrying
global distress
Life Transitions
career/life decisions
academic
life tasks
life satisfaction
Self-Management
compulsive behavior
uncontrolled behavior
phobias
obsessions
thought problems
sexual functioning/behavior
uncontrolled feelings
overt behavior
social behavior
leisure time
leisure activities
procrastination
specific performance
Self-Esteem/Concept
self-concept
identity
gender identity
self-efficacy
Relationship
marital
social-interpersonal
interpersonal-not family
social support
family
interpersonal coping
Physical Complaints Substance Abuse
eating disorders substance abuse
physical problems chemical problems
Trauma Environmental Stresses
child abuse
recent trauma
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CHAPTER 2
METHOD
Setting
The data used in this study came from chent written reports at a training
clinic, the Psychological Services Center (PSC) at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst (UMASS). UMASS has 23,000 students enrolled and is located two hours
from Boston in a semi-rural city of 35,000 that is largely white and upper middle
class. The PSC serves clients from the local community as well as undergraduates
and graduate students from UMASS and other local institutions. Clients are also
often referred to the PSC by clinicians at the Mental Health Division at University
Health Services (UHS), another on-campus service provider. Clinicians at UHS
(psychiatrists, psychologists, and clinical social workers), who usually provide brief
treatment, often refer clients to the PSC for long-term therapy. As a low-income
sliding-fee scale clinic, the PSC functions as a training and research center for the
doctoral graduate program in clinical psychology. Faculty members in the Clinical
Psychology Program and community professionals supervise graduate student
therapists with the aid of observation through one-way mirrors and tape recordings of
sessions.
Instruments
Data from this study were taken from the Personal History Questionnaire
(PHQ), which is a largely open-ended questionnaire about the client's present and
past history of general functioning that is completed at intake. The questions that
focus on current client problems include "What brings you to seek professional help
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at this time" and a request for clients to "list the most troubling problems for which
you are seeking help" in three spaces provided. In writing about these target
complaints, clients are instructed to be as specific as they can. In addition, it is
requested that clients fill out a rating scale for each target complaint, where they are
instructed to circle a number from one (not at all) to nine (couldnH be worse) which
describes the amount of concern or distress that they feel about the problem.
Participants
As part of the intake process, clients are asked to provide information on the
Personal History Questionnaire (PHQ), which is a largely open-ended questionnaire
that inquires about the client's present and past history of general functioning. The
questions that focus on current client problems include "What brings you to seek
professional help at this time" and a request for clients to "list the most troubling
problems for which you are seeking help" in three spaces provided. For this study,
data from 699 applications for aduh individual therapy were available for analysis.
Although all 699 reports had responses to the question "What brings you to seek
professional help at this time," only 269 of these reports also had responses to the
request for clients to "list the most troubling problems for which you are seeking
help." Because the latter question was only added in more recent years, fewer reports
contain responses to this question. Given that these 269 contained both sets of
information, it was decided to focus on the rich information in these reports for the
initial qualitative analysis. It was also decided to use this subset of reports in the final
stage of formal coding, in order to compare the responses to the two different sets of
questions elicited.
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Of 269 cases reported, 66.8% are female and 33.2% are male. The median
age reported (out of 265 cases reported) is 22 years of age, with 50.2 % age 22 or
younger, 77.4% age 28 or younger, and 90.2 age 36 or younger. Of 266 cases
reported, 73.3% were enrolled as students. Of 265 cases reported, 82.3% had
previously been in therapy, which may have influenced their conceptualizations of
problems.
In order to collect information on cultural minority status, it was necessary to
review one open-ended question on the PHQ, which requested clients to describe
their racial/ethnic/religious background. Two undergraduate research assistants
reviewed all the answers to this question in the 699 reports available, coding "yes^' to
any response that included client statements of at least part of their background as
"African-American, Asian-American, Latino/a American, or Native -American", or
citizenship or recent immigration (first-generation) from overseas (excluding Europe,
Australia, New Zealand, and Canada). Some responses were questionable, such as an
answer of "American." Of the questionable responses, I more carefully researched
these clients' files in the PSC database to review clinician reports of the clients'
ethnicity. These 72 reports out of the total 699 reports were included in a special
subset of data for qualitative (narrative) analysis focusing on the presenting problems
that these clients described. Of the 269 cases (out of 268 reported) that would be
used for both the qualitative and quantitative analyses, 13.4% were determined to be
of cultural minority status.
Although sexual orientation is not asked for on the PHQ, I was able to
calculate the percentage of self-reported sexual minority clients by using a database
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program that searches text for keywords, called Key Word in Context (KWIC). This
program is able to search text for any key words, and provides the sentence or
paragraph in which the key words are embedded. In the following list of keywords,
the right square bracket (]) denotes roots of words that the database utilizes to search
the text. The search for possible self-identified sexual minority clients in the PSC
database included the following keywords: bi-sexual, bisexual, came out, coming out,
gay, gender ident], [heterosexual], homoerot], homophob], [homosexual], lesbian],
queer, same sex, same-sex, sexual identi], sexual minority, sexual orientation, sexual
preference, sexuality, stonewall, transgender], and transvest]. With the help of two
undergraduate research assistants, the information that the KWIC program provided
was reviewed to determine any mention of self-reported sexual orientation. To
maintain client confidentiality, any identifying information was omitted from the text.
Again, a special subset of data was created for the 73 clients out of the total 699 to be
examined for any important qualitative (narrative) themes. Of the 269 cases cases to
be used for the both the qualitative and quantitative analysis, 1 1 .9% self identified as
being gay, lesbian, bisexual, or "questioning" their sexual orientation (out of 268
cases reported).
Researcher
As a third-year graduate student in clinical psychology and a former
volunteer/employee at social service agencies for about two years previous to
graduate school, I have been infused with clinical ideas and training. Currently, in
my graduate program, I have participated in clinical teams for three years, worked
with six long-term therapy clients over two years, received weekly supervision, and
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taken numerous courses. Some of my classes have included Psychopathology,
Assessment, Theories and Techniques of Psychotherapy, which all presented a broad
spectrum of clinical theory and practice. In addition, 1 have worked for two years at a
clinical practicum (placement) where I work with students with psychological and
medical disabilities, conducting both case management and assessment, receiving
extensive supervision. Much of my training and personal approach to therapy has
been eclectic and integrative, with a psychodyamic or interpersonal focus.
My research interests stem from my clinical work, most notably, in
psychotherapy process. Throughout my training, I have been encouraged to give
serious thought to questions like "What is my client trying to tell me?" "How do I
understand the nature of her difficulties?" and "What is he seeking from therapy?"
These basic questions fuel my interests and growth as both researcher and clinician,
and developing the resources to answer these questions is critical to my work.
In addition, as a member of several minority groups, 1 am aware that the
narratives of minority members contain both similarities and differences from those
who belong to heterosexual, middle-class white European-American clients. While
many of the current psychological theories and practices have been found useful,
much of the research has been based on subjects belonging to the majority culture.
While I hold the view that all people can struggle with issues like relationships,
family, work, and identity, I feel that the experience of cultural and sexual minorities
may take against in a backdrop where they negotiate being viewed as an "other," and
face both the limitations and strengths that arise living in a dominant culture(s). In
this project, I wanted to be sure that the voices of those in minority groups.
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particularly cultural and sexual minorities, would be included. As much as this study
focuses on a general typology of problems and reflects the client population in the
PSC, at least some of the narratives of client in minority groups would hopefully be
reflected.
Throughout this study, I kept in mind that my initial interpretation of the data
would eventually need to be supplemented by the input of the undergraduate research
assistants in order to render a fair depiction of client problems. As such, while
previous research and my own interpretations of the data are useful, the limitations of
my roles as a researcher and clinician must be acknowledged.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
Because this study contains several stages, this resuhs section includes
information for both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the study. While both
types of analyses were important, they rendered different perspectives on the data.
These different types of analyses of the data also seem to complement each other
well, since they address each other's strengths and weaknesses. For one, while the
qualitative analysis was rich and impressionistic, it lacked the ability for
generalization. And while the quantitative analysis was precise and made
generalizations, it lacked the important fullness and uniqueness of individual
narratives. By conducting both types of analyses, it was thought that there would be a
fuller, more rounded view of information in client reports.
Qualitative Analysis
Once I developed (integrated) a coding system based on the existing literature,
I was ready to turn to client reports to see if the categories described the problems
well enough. 1 also wished to see if any important client concerns may have been
neglected, particularly those of cultural and sexual minority clients. To ensure that
my investigation was systematic, 1 used a computer software program (NVIVO),
which allows qualitative (narrative) data to be classified based on keywords and
concepts.
One of the biggest challenges I faced in this initial exploratory analysis was
handling the tension between paying attention to what the client stated was a problem
and my clinical interpretation of his or her statements. Because this project aimed to
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try to understand how clients construct their problems, I recognized my own
interpretations as limited in my role as researcher and clinician. On countless
occasions, I questioned if I was imposing my clinical interpretation onto a client's
narrative. For example, one client wrote that he or she had difficulties being m touch
with emotions, and having lost memory of his or her childhood. Almost
automatically, I thought about coding this as Trauma, for I interpreted these
symptoms as indicators of childhood trauma. However, this client made no reference
to issues of childhood abuse or trauma. Rather, I felt it important not to make
interpretative leaps and to pay close attention to the client's narrative, which included
an emotional component (or lack thereof), which I decided to code as Emotional
Distress, and an experience of losing memory, which I assumed was involuntary, and
coded as Self-Management.
Numerous other examples exist. In some cases, clients described a long
history of relationship problems, such as persistent conflicts with partners, difficuhies
with coworkers, and being unable to maintain long-term relationships. In these cases,
I often thought that these clients probably had personality disorders. Putting my
clinical judgments aside, I coded all of these problems as Relationships.
In other cases, I felt like I wanted to label a client's statements with a diagnosis. For
example, one client wrote, 'T fear death by [a physical illness]. I worry daily, and it
makes me enraged. . .depressed. . .frustrated. . .panicky." In reaction to this statement,
I wondered if this client was somewhat hypochondriacal. In keeping with the client's
statement, however, I coded this problem as a compound problem (explained later),
classifying it as a Physical Complaint. In yet another case, one client listed "Self-
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Mutilation" as a problem. I wondered if this person had a diagnosis of Borderline
Personality Disorder. However, in keeping with the client statement, I assumed that
this was a behavior that the client wanted to control better, and coded it as Self-
Management.
Ideally, the clients themselves would be the best resource in describing their
understanding of their problems. Because the clients themselves were not available
to speak directly, I chose an alternative. The views of undergraduate research
assistants, who like the majority of PSC clients are students in their early 20's, would
be extremely helpful in understanding how many clients might construct their
problems.
The Breadth of Client Problems
A major challenge of the project was condensing the breadth of problems into
a general taxonomy. As in the case of most research, whenever generalizations are
made, the subtle richness of actual client statements may be missed. The breadth of
problems mentioned by these 269 clients was notable, and I continually struggled in
trying to read and understand individual statements while developing general
categories.
While there are many ways (perhaps infinite) of describing the range of
problems mentioned in the reports, I chose to describe the breadth only in certain
dimensions. One dimension I found notable was the length of statements, ranging
from one word to several paragraphs. Another dimension of interest was the number
of problems, ranging anywhere from one to more than ten. Client descriptions of
problems also seemed to vary in complexity of statements, where some were very
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simple, and others far more complicated and melded. In some cases, clients wrote
statements that focused on symptoms, while others wrote about specific diagnoses. In
other salient dimensions, clients described problems involving themselves and/or
others. A number of clients wrote a life narrative, and some clients even wrote
statements that did not involve problems. In this description, 1 aim not to capture the
whole of the database (perhaps an impossible task), but to give a general sense of the
diversity of statements.
Length of statements
The length of statements varied greatly, from the shortest statements
consisting of one or two words, such as "depression," "anger," "panic attacks," and
"my boyfriend" to longer narratives containing twelve or thirteen sentences (about
1 50 words. For example, one client wrote an extensive narrative on his experience of
feeling isolated, linking his problems in relationships with his alcohol use, his
subsequent decision to become sober, and his recent diagnosis of Attention
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder:
Isolation. I used to have several long-term friendships. They all ended
painfully after I'd been in AA a couple of years. I was bewildered and very
hurt, and afraid to make new friends. My current take: I'm changing in AA. I
. . .still choose people who are like my family but the friendships can't
work. . .1 don't know. . .1 make a couple new friends this past year but have had
to let them lapse. . .1 'm just trying to be patient, waiting for my radar to start
tuning into healthy people. Actually, I don't know if isolation is a problem
that I particularly need help with. Picking unhealthy people may be. Have
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also just discovered the role ADD plays/have played in my inability to
maintain friendships with non-primary people long-distance.
Another client wrote in great detail about the numerous physical illness he had, as
well a variety of life issues concerning his major life decisions about his career and
relationships:
In the past two years I have been sick with a myriad of infectious diseases,
[lists several illnesses]. Before this. .
., I had been in very good health. There
is some inability to cope with my environment that has led to this disease.
Secondly, I have much confusion and frustration about my life direction,
career, and social life. The decisions I've made haven't led me to be content
with what I'm doing, and I need to examine why 1 [perpetuate] my position of
being unfulfilled with what I'm doing, and not valuing my person.
The majority of statements contained about two or three phrases (for about 10-
15 words). Some examples included:
"Learning how to deal with past dysfunctional family experiences"
"Poor relationship with my husband. Communication and understanding."
"Unrealistic worrying about silly things, i.e., obscure diseases, deaths, other
people leaving or dying, etc."
"I don't like the fact that I have no motivation. 1 hate feeling like this because
I feel lazy and worthless"
The question "What brings you to seek professional help at this time?" seemed to
elicit longer statements than the request to "List the most troubling problems for
which you are seeking help." When asked to list specific problems, clients seemed
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more apt to provide single phrases or sentences than when asiced what brought them
to seek services. For example, for the question "What brings you to seek professional
help at this time?" one client wrote,
A need for comprehensive understanding ofmy distractibility issue and
associated difficulties of my ability to stay focused. Attainment of this
understanding would then lead me to desire restructuring of my time, thought,
and processes or methods used internally to achieve daily activities needing to
complete.
However, he wrote the following shorter answers to the target complaints:
"Staying focused,"
"Daily structure,"
"Methods to increase reading ability/comprehension."
Number of Problems
The number of problems clients reported also varied. Some clients only
reported one or two problems, such as "Depression," and "Anxiety," while some
clients reported as many as ten. Clients who reported many problems also tended to
have longer narratives that often involved a sequence, or linking of problems. For
example, one client wrote that he or she suffered from anxiety, but also described
other problems: "Anxiety—stress-related. Feeling lonely, can't function in daily
activities. No concentration. Variety of financial, medical, academic, social, and
psychological [problems]. Possible nervous breakdown."
Yet another client described a constellation of problems:
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I am very overwhelmed with stress and anxiety. My best friend of 8 years and
my boyfriend of 2 years left me due to the burden my problems have caused
[them]. I am isolated and from a non-supportive family. 1 need to save
myself from worsening my habits and develop a healthy means of coping.
In her target complaints, she added:
"Anger management"
"Stress management"
"Time management. Communication skills."
The majority of clients listed about 3-5 problems, given that most people
listed a problem for each of the three target complaints. For example, for "What
brings you to seek professional help at this time," one woman wrote, "Feelings of
jealousy and suspicion related to my relationship with my husband."
In her target complaints, she added:
"Low self-esteem and poor body image,"
"Fear that my husband will be unfaithful and leave me eventually-or not love
me,"
"Insecurity about the future with regard to professional stuff."
Complexity of statements
Once again, there was also a range of complexity in written statements. In
this study, complexity refers to only the written statements. Understandably, what
may seem straightforward in a written account could actually be quite a complicated
problem in therapy. A client, for example, may simply state that "depression" is her
problem. It is conceivable, however, that during the therapy addressing her
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depression could reveal complicated issues that need be examined. With the inherent
complexity of real-life problems acknowledged, I only can speak to the complexity
observed in client statements.
Once again, the simplest of statements involved only one or two words, such
as "stress" or "worry." Some statements, however, involved long and detailed
descriptions of particular difficulties. Some clients, for example, wrote at length
about their relationship difficulties. One client wrote about difficulties trusdng and
feeling comfortable with her partner, linking a tendency to "avoid taking care of
herself and focusing on taking care of others, linking these difficulfies to her past.
Other clients wrote about muldple and related problems; on a number of occasions,
some clients described many things occurring at once, including troubling emotional
states, problems with friends, lovers, and family, health problems, school problems,
and other difficult circumstances. One client wrote: "Overwhelming life
circumstances, grad school, thesis work, single mom, no money, lack of
support... depression, [and] anxiety."
Another client wrote about his complex situation:
I am feeling under stress due to school related problems. I have been unhappy
at school, and I need a break. My parents are very set on me graduating from
college, and I am too. However, I think it would be more beneficial to my
mental, physical, and emotional health if I took a semester or year off to
collect myself. I'm afraid my parents won't understand why I need to leave
school.
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In his target complaints, he added:
"Being at school when I'd rather not"
"Knowing that my brother purposely failed out of college which my parents
don't know the real reason why. And, I feel he got off easy, which put more
parental stress on me."
One client wrote about being unhappy for quite some time, having problems
with her boyfriend, being concerned about her weight, feeling inferior to many
people, and avoiding social situations because of her feelings, which she described as
"out of control." She stated,
I have been feeling unhappy for quite sometime. I am almost constantly
having anxiety over my relationship, with my boyfriend, or my weight. I
guess I feel inferior to a lot of people. This leads me to want to avoid classes,
work, rehearsals, etc. I feel out of control with my feelings. I think I have
forgotten what it is to feel at peace within myself; to feel happy.
Statements of "symptoms"
Many clients described problems that seem to contain statements of
"symptoms." I use this term loosely because the term implies an underlying disorder.
For some clients, it may be the case that the "symptom" is the problem. Some of
these "symptoms" included feelings of depression, sadness, anxiety, panic,
nervousness, loneliness, hurt, fear, unhappiness, low self-esteem, anger, jealousy,
paranoia, guilt, suicide, obsessions, compulsions, headaches, stomachaches,
backaches, problems concentrating, being motivated, sleeping, managing time, and
getting things done. Some clients wrote, for example:
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"Depression—feelings of wanting to die, or give up trying"
"I can't stop thinking certain thoughts"
"Not motivated or energetic enough; lazy"
"Always feeling as if something bad is about to happen—hyper-vigilance"
Sometimes these problems stood alone; in other cases, they seemed to be linked to
other problems. Some clients, for example, linked "symptoms" or feeling states to
other concerns:
"Loneliness—feeling close to no one"
"Paranoia about others hurting me or not caring about me"
"Feelings ofjealousy
.. .related to my relationship"
"I worry so much about school"
Some people described being depressed or anxious or upset/etc. over certain events,
in certain situations, at certain people, only during certain times. For example:
"Feeling nervous or tense around people I don't know"
"Social anxiety on job and outside"
"Anxiety over stressful situations, or noise"
"Anxiety/feeling bad/crying from thoughts of past relationship"
Statements of "diagnosis"
Looking over some of the reports, it also seemed that a number of clients were
quite psychologically sophisticated. Given that about 80% of these clients had
previously been in therapy, this observation is not surprising. Many clients wrote
about their particular diagnosis as a problem. Some of these diagnoses included
Major Depressive Disorder, Bipolar Disorder (Manic-Depression), Obsessive-
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Compulsive Disorder (OCD), Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADD/
ADHD), Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Alcohol/Substance Abuse. In
addition, some clients described themselves as Adult Children of Alcoholics
(ACOA). Because these clients already had adopted clinical terminology, it was
difficult to categorize their problems, or to get a sense of their experiences related to
their diagnoses. While it may often be beneficial for clients to adopt and use clinical
language, it may make it somewhat harder for the researcher (and clinician) to get a
sense of a client's own telling of his or her story.
Statements of self and/or others
Some clients located their problems in reference to the self In many of the
"symptom" oriented statements, for example, the clients' problems were with
themselves and how they were feeling or performing. Common problems such as
"depression" and "anxiety" were located within the self Some clients went so far as
to say that they didn't like themselves or certain parts of their identities. One client,
for example, wrote that, "I hate myself I am a bad person." Yet another client wrote,
"I am too perfectionistic." A number of clients mentioned issues about "insecurity,"
"self-confidence" and "self-esteem." One client noted that he or she had a tendency
for "blaming [him/her]self for all problems."
Yet other clients located their problems in others. Some clients stated that
their partners or family members were a problem. One client wrote that she "didn't
like how [her] male acquaintances treat [her]."
Still other clients located their problems in both self and other. One client
wrote that she "had a difficult time expressing [herself] around family members the
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same way she does with others." She expressed a wish "to be able to talk to them
without feeling ridiculed." Here, the client described a problem that involved a
dynamic between herself and her family.
In another example of clients who talked about themselves and others, one
client wrote that he sought help for "Dealing with myself and my emotions in a
healthy way when it involves my girlfriend of 5 years. She is a sexual abuse survivor
and has many of her own issues."
Statements of life narrative
While some client statements involved the description of discrete problems,
others described problems in a very distinct and personal story. Some clients
included significant parts of their life history. One client, for example, wrote about a
history of dropping out of school, therapy, and other pursuits to "avoid pain and
change." She wrote that she wanted to "complete, succeed, enrich and live her life,
not avoid it anymore." Furthermore, she noted that she has been "healing" from her
past, placing her wish to seek therapy in a narrative of personal growth. To the
question of "What brings you to seek professional help at this time, she wrote,
I wish to strengthen my personal resolve and trust my judgment/feelings; I
want to talk with someone knowledgeable and objective on a regular basis.
When I was beginning to make my own choices and decisions in my life. 1
didn't know how to do so effectively and didn't trust myself and my ability to
make them; more often than not I would simply procrastinate until the choices
were, in effect, made for me.
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In her target complaints, she added the following:
"Tendency to drop out of school, therapy, or other constructive pursuits—
I
think I've done so in the past to avoid pain and change (to avoid change, that
is). I want to complete, succeed, and enrich my life, not avoid it anymore."
"Reluctance to trust my primary partner; I'm finding it difficult at times to be
real and comfortable with him, even though he's been real with me."
"Tendency to avoid taking care of myself by focusing on taking care of others
More a past issue, but I'm sfill dealing with it/healing from it. Much less than
it used to; I've changed a lot and been much more focused on my self."
When talking about their relationships, some clients also included the history
of a relaUonship and what specific persons meant to them. For example, one woman
wrote about her sadness and worry over a break up from her boyfriend. She wrote
that he had been very important to her, a best friend to whom she would usually talk
when she was feeling "bad," and not being able to think of him "loving someone the
way he did me." In her response to "What brings you to seek professional help at thi
time," she wrote.
Feeling very sad and worried about a break up. I feel very alone like I have
lost something very important. He was my best friend who 1 would usually
talk to when I am feeling bad. I feel like he has left me alone. Also feeling
like I don't want to get worse. I have been depressed and anxious before.
In her target complaints she added,
"Feeling bad about him breaking up with me."
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"Feeling bad about thinking of him with someone else. 1 cannot stand the idea
of him loving someone the way he did me."
"The feeling that I have no idea how to change our relationship so we can be
friends."
In another poignant narrative, a client wrote about her experience growing up
as a child of alcoholics, and having to care for her younger brother and sister at a
young age. In addition, she wrote about how she struggles with the loss of her
mother, who had left the household, and how she "hurts" herself She described
"blocking out" memories of her life and wishing to remember them. She wrote,
I have never really dealt with my problems, but instead have just put them
aside. I want to deal with the fact that I am a COA [child of alcoholics] and
that I had to care for my younger brother and sister at a young age. I want to
deal with the fact that my mom left and I want to learn why 1 hurt myself
when I'm angered and how to deal with my feelings in a non-destructive way.
I also have blocked out years of my life and want to remember them.
There are many rich stories like these in the client reports. Although I cannot
give full voice to these narratives in this project, I hope at least to give the reader a
sense of the difficult task I faced in developing generalizations about the richness and
individuality of client problems.
Statements not referring to problems
Lastly, some clients made no references to specific problems. The question
"What brings you to seek professional help at this time" seemed to elicit more general
responses than the problem-focused question. Some clients, for example, merely
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wrote that they came because they wanted "someone to talk to." Other cUents
mentioned wantmg to "sort through issues." Yet others stated that they were referred
or encouraged by others to seek therapy-important people such as their teachers,
family members, and partners. These kinds of statements challenge the assumption
that clients necessarily have specific problems that they wish to "solve" in therapy.
Developing the Categories
A key component of this project was developing coherent and distinct
categories based on the data. Previous research was helpful in this area, for Yoken
(1988) and Kunkel and Newsom (1996) provided some examples for their categories.
Using previous definitions as guides for the categories, I was able to start with a good
sense of how to approach the data. Once again, however, I wanted to remain flexible
and open to the data in case changes, minor or major, would need to be made.
For the sake of ease, I have organized my observations of the data by each
category. However, the process of analysis typically involved my reading over each
report, deciding which statements or phrases were discrete problems, and then coding
each problem. Each category had its own code. With the aid ofNVIVO, I was then
able to then examine all the statements 1 had coded for the category. The following
is a description of each category, with a description of how I conceptualized it.
Emotional Distress
Initially, Yoken' s (1988) definition of her category "Emotionalness" was a
useful guide in conceptualizing the category of Emotional Distress. Specifically, she
defined "Emotionalness" as managing feelings, emotional reactivity, a feeling state
mentioned alone or emphasized as much as or more than the circumstances in which
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it occurs. As I understood it, this category included many common clinical
"symptoms" that clients often describe, such as depression and anxiety. On reading
client statements, I also became aware of the great range of feelings that clients
described, such as anger, jealousy, fear, guih, loneliness, grief, general unhappiness,
mood swings, and even lack of feelings or difficulty accessing their emotions.
With a broad range of emotions that clients mentioned, I was still able to develop
some exemplars, or prototypes. Some typical responses included:
"I am very sad most of the time"
"Panic attacks"
"Lack of happiness/joy"
"Jealousy"
"Anxiety/depression"
"Interminable loneliness"
"Feeling anxious, nervous, and tense"
"Temper/Anger"
"I want to deal with my grief
"Hopelessness"
"Fear"
"Scared"
There also were some descriptions of behaviors and thoughts that seemed to stem
from emotional distress, and were classified as such:
"Feeling suicidal"
"Nervous breakdown"
While suicide is a behavior, I assumed that feelings or thoughts about suicide were
indicative of emotional distress.
Self-Management
Kunkel and Newsom's (1996) category of self-management was useful in
helping to develop this category. Although they did not provide a definition per se,
these researchers offered examples, based on a "concept map" and cluster analysis.
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Some examples from their system included: "Wanting to change behavior,"
"Overcome with problems of daily life," "Problems concentrating," "Managing
stress," "Trouble getting motivated," "Facing up to my problems" and "Minor
personal problems." Based on these examples, this category seemed to reflect
difficulties people have with managing or controlling problems, behaviors, or
thoughts. Thus, I decided to include a number of statements in this category
involving a lack of control over difficult behaviors or thoughts. Some typical
examples from client reports included:
"Concentration"
"Staying focused"
"Recurring disturbing thoughts"
"Perfectionism"
"Difficulty making decisions"
"Motivation, determination"
"Not being able to control some thoughts"
"Inability to organize life"
"Habits I can't seem to quit"
"Uncontrollable behaviors"
"Difficulty getting things done"
"Attention problems"
"Constant checking"
Self-Concept/Esteem
Yoken (1988) also included this category in her classification system, which,
in her schema, refers to esteem, understanding, and confidence. In addition, Barkham
et al. (1988) also mentioned this category, and they included five subtypes:
confidence, worthlessness, negative self-evaluations, self-consciousness, concern
about others' views of oneself, and social inferiority.
In these examples, self-concept/esteem were linked with feelings of
dissatisfaction or negative views of the self. In client reports, there were numerous
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examples of people stating problems with their self-concept of self esteem. Some
typical examples included:
"Low self-image & no self-confidence"
"Low self-esteem—general unhappiness with myself
"Feeling unimportant or that my feelings are stupid"
"I hate myself
"I am a bad person"
"Having constant negative feelings about myself
"Lack of self-confidence"
"I hope to gain more self-acceptance"
"Lack of self-esteem/self-respect"
"My perception of myself is very low"
"Insecurity"
In addition, some clients referred to problems or struggles in identity. For
example:
"Feeling the need to forge my identity"
"Identity problems"
"Lacking an individual life ofmy own"
"Concerns about self-development"
"Not knowing who I am"
"Sexual identity"
These examples fell more in the realm of identity, or self-understanding, or self-
knowledge.
Relationships
Again, Yoken (1988), Barkham et al. (1988), and Kunkel and Newsom (1996)
mentioned "Relationships" as an important main category in classifying client
problems. Yoken (1988) subdivided her "Relationships" category into five different
domains: Intimate (marital, romantic partner), Sexual, Family (except marital). Social
(friends, social life), and Public (acquaintances at work, people in general). Barkham
et al. (1988) defined relationship problems as those that refer to difficulties or distress
in relafing to other people in general, groups, or sets of people, or individuals. In this
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domain, these researchers included problems in expressing or sharing feelings with
others, social withdrawal, or dependency on others.
As I conceived of it, this category included problems (stated overtly) in a
client's relationship to another, which could include significant others, family
members, friends, classmates, roommates, co-workers, employers, and teachers,
among others. Borrowing from Barkham et al. (1988), I found it useful to include
social withdrawal, isolation, and lack of relationships in this category. Other
researchers, such Yoken (1988), chose to subdivide this category, but because I was
focused on developing major categories in this project, I chose not to do so. Some
typical examples from the PSC database included:
"Problems with romantic relationships"
"Family problems"
"Relationship issues/concerns"
"Marriage is on the rocks"
"Relationships with people or lack thereof
"Dealing with people"
"Effects of parental divorce on my own relationship"
"Reluctance to trust my primary partner"
"Broke up with partner"
"Estrangement from family"
"I don't know how to let someone be close to me"
"Issues around rejection"
"Lack of intimate relationships in my life"
Life Transitions
Life Transitions was perhaps the most difficult category to develop and grasp,
probably because of its general nature. Life transitions can denote many different
meanings for people, for they involve life changes. Initially, I had chosen to include
this category first named by Kunkel and Newsom (1996) because it seemed to capture
certain developmental problems not quite captured in other categories. In their
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concept map, for example, Kunkel and Newsom include statements such as: ''Job
problems," "School difficulties," Academic problems," "Financial difficulties," Life
changes," "Legal difficulties," "Problems with aging relatives," "New life-style,"
"Unhappy in present career."
In these examples, client statements alluded to major changes in life
development, such as graduating, changing jobs or career, and becoming older (in
taking care of aging family members). I wanted to capture these developmental
aspects that some clients may mention. Some examples from client reports included:
"Career ambiguity"
"Tremendous changes I went through high school and college"
"What am I going to do after I graduate?"
"Lack of direction for life"
"Looking at the future—what am I meant to do in life"
"Academic problems"
"Desire to succeed"
"Work
—
job dissatisfaction"
"Career/job change"
Physical Complaints
Yoken (1988) also utilized this category in her classification system, including
substance use, pain, illness, weight, and eating. I used this category differently,
however, because I viewed problems with substance use and weight and eating in
other ways. While substance abuse has a physical component, frequent use and abuse
of substances may involve a constellation of factors above and beyond physical
addiction. In addition, problems with weight and eating have physical components,
but I viewed eating disorders as more a problem in behavior, or even self-image and
esteem. Overall, I viewed physical complaints as those that have a physical
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complaint as primary, rather than secondary. Along these lines. I applied this code to
any problem statements that seemed to involve a primary physical component.
These included:
"Having headaches and difficulty sleeping"
"An illness that I have"
"Imperfect health"
"Back problems"
"Coping with a vision problem"
"Medical problems"
"Fatigue/nausea"
Substance Abuse
Originally, Yoken (1988) included substance abuse in her category of physical
complaints. However, in Kunkel and Newsom's (1996) concept map, substance
abuse occupied a different domain. While substance abuse does have a physical
component (for example, physiological changes and physical addiction), it seemed as
though substance abuse spans more than a physical ailment and includes various
psychological and motivational aspects. As such, I chose to code it as a separate
category. I also chose to include concern about possible use of substance, even if a
client hadn't used substances. Some examples of this category from the PSC
database were:
"Drinking"
"Alcohol problems"
"Alcohol/substance issues"
"Drug addiction"
"Questions and guidance about marijuana use"
Trauma
Trauma also was one of Yoken's (1988) major categories. Her category of
trauma includes "rape" and "death of parent". As a working definition, I defined
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trauma as the witnessing or experiencing of an event or events that threaten
bodily/psychological integrity to the self, which would include Yoken's (1988)
examples. Some examples from client reports included:
"I was sexually abused by my father"
"Sexual/physical/emotional abuse"
"I was physically assaulted"
"Molestation"
"My sister committed suicide"
"Dealing with the death of my mom"
"Dealing with issues relating to rape"
"Childhood trauma"
Environmental Stresses
In all of the research reviewed, only Farrell et al. (1987) mentioned the
category of Environmental Stresses. These researchers utilized a structured computer
interview (CASPER), which included items clustered in this category. I felt it
important to include this category because I thought it likely that clients would allude
to problems in their environment that could contribute to daily-life struggles. I also
wanted to break from the idea that problems are all "psychological" or lie solely in an
individual. Borrowing from a systems view, individuals are affected by their
environment, which include systems of peers, family, neighborhood, schools, work,
community, society, and culture. Real struggles (and connections) take place
between an individual and these systems, and providing this category might allow
clients to speak about their problems in such domains. Given this definition, some
examples from the PSC database included:
"Poverty"
"Loss of my home"
"Dealing with Racism"
"Cultural adjustment"
"Sexual harassment by classmate"
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No Defining Problem
This category was created after reading client statements that lacked any
problem focus. Some examples alluded to general or unspecified concerns, such as:
"Reoccurance [sic] of certain issues which need to be explored"
"My troubled pasf
"A variety of concerns"
"All things are going wrong at this time"
"I've been avoiding problems for years"
"Finding out what is bothering me"
Some examples referred to a wish to pursue therapy, such as:
"I received therapy here before and feel the need to start again"
"I need to get back into a regular therapy arrangement"
"Been in therapy before and feel that therapy would help"
"I want to talk with someone on a regular basis"
"Need someone to talk with about subjects on my mind"
"Seeking support"
Other examples alluded to changes clients wanted to make:
"I want to improve the quality of my life."
"A wish to be happy"
"Wanting to see my life in new ways"
Yet others were referred for services:
"Referred by my counselor"
"My previous therapist referred me"
"This was recommended to me"
"Suggestions from the Dean and faculty"
In all of these examples, clients did not specify or focus on a particular
problem. It may be the case that some clients did not understand their reasons for
coming to therapy in terms of a specific problem; it may also be the case that some
clients were reluctant to share their problems at the time of intake. In any case, we
should be aware that clients do not necessarily frame their need for services in terms
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of "problems." Given these client statements, it becomes clear that a limitation of this
study is an assumption of "problem-focus."
Concerns of People of Color and LBGT ClientQ
People of Color
One wish I had for this study was to include the voices of clients who are
people of color. This category included clients who identified themselves of African,
Asian, Latino, or Native-American Descent. These clients comprised approximately
1 0.3% of the entire database (699 reports). Given the client reports in the database (a
total of 73), only a few (5) made reference to issues pertaining to race or culture.
These examples included:
"I want to be judged for me and . . .not the color ofmy skin"
"Dealing with racism"
"Cultural adjustment/language and cultural difficulties"
Because of the societal and cultural basis of these problems, these statements were
coded as Environmental Stress.
Yet the majority of clients who identified as a person of color made no
allusion to problems of race or culture. For example, a number of clients of color
reported problems that were classified in a range of categories:
"Low self-esteem"
"Lack of self-confidence"
"Problems in school; failing classes"
It is unclear why there was such a dearth of statements pertaining to clients' race or
culture; discussion of this phenomenon takes place in a following section.
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LBGT Clients
I also wished to include some of the voices of clients who identified as sexual
minorities, or who were struggling with issues of sexual orientation (i.e., questioning
their sexuality). As described previously, client reports were taken from the larger
clinic database for analysis. These reports comprised 10.9% of the 699 reports, for a
total of 76 reports. Some of these clients mentioned problems related to their sexual
identity (for a total of eight). Some examples included:
"Want to feel more comfortable with a gay identity"
"Sexual orientation"
"Sexual identity"
Most of the non-heterosexual clients did not mention their sexual orientation
per se as a problem. Surprisingly, few clients mentioned facing homophobia as a
type of problem. Only one male client alluded to being treated differently, stating,
"I was always teased at school for acting like a girl." One client did make reference
to having a difficult time sorting through his emotions about being bisexual, stating,
"I consider myself bisexual and I don't know how to deal with my feelings."
Yet others made allusions to difficulties in relationships. One client wrote, "I
am in love with my [same-sex] best friend." Others made subtle allusions to "sexual
issues" or "relationship with lover," which were not about their sexual orientation per
se. In these cases, it was unclear how issues about sexual orientation affected these
clients' relationships.
Boundary Cases
Having developed and conceptualized the categories, the next challenge that
arose was how to distinguish between them. In the database, there were numerous
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examples of "boundary cases," or statements that could be classified into two or more
categories. Some further decisions would have to be made. However, I could not
make these decisions alone, for once again, I often felt that holding clinical theory
interfered with my grasp of a client's understanding of these problems. Ultimately, I
would need feedback from the research assistants to make some decisions about
boundary cases.
Some examples of issues include the following:
Loneliness
In general, "loneliness" could be experienced as an emotion. However, it al
could be seen as an emotional response to a lack of relationships (or, at least, a lack
intimacy). Given that many people allude to loneliness as a "feeling", I coded it as
Emotional Distress.
Sexual Problems
Sexual complaints can be quite complex, with many dimensions. The two
most relevant categories that came to mind were Relationships and Physical
Complaints. Often, sexual difficulties arise as part of relationship problems. In other
cases, sexual problems may have a more a physiological basis, ft was assumed that
most sexual problems are based within a relationship, and so I thought to code
general statements like "sexual problems" as Relationships. However, if a client
described a problem as physiological problem (e.g., "unable to be stimulated"), then a
sexual complaint was coded as Physical Complaint.
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Eating Disorder
An eating disorder is another reported problem that seems to fit into a number
of categories, with Self-Management and Physical Complaints coming to mind.
Initially, Yoken (1988) chose to code eating disorders as a Physical Complaint,
presumably because eating disorders often involve changes with weight and the body.
However, eating disorders typically involve some regulation or control (or lack
thereof) over eating habits. As such, I chose to code such statements of eating
disorders (when stated alone) as Self-Management.
Guilt
Guilt is frequently seen as an emotional experience that is connected with self-
blame. Often, people feel guilty for having done (or not having done) things towards
a particular person or people. As such, there is often a relational component to guilt.
In fact, some researchers have classified guilt under the category "Relationships"
(Barkham et al., 1988). Because it is typically understood as an emotional
experience, however, I coded it as Emotional Distress.
Alcoholic Parent
Growing up as a child with an alcoholic parent may have many consequences.
Often, parental alcoholism is associated with abuse (e.g., physical abuse,
abandonment, neglect). Although it may be the case that alcoholic parents often are
associated with abuse, I did not want to make that assumption in every case. Hence, I
leaned toward coding "alcoholic parenf as a Relationship problem. If any abuse was
mentioned, I coded those statements separately as Trauma.
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Financial Problems
Financial problems can also fall into a number of categories. For one,
financial problems could involve problems managing or budgeting money. For
another, financial problems could indicate an environmental stress (e.g., poor
economy, lack ofjobs in the area, poverty). Third, financial problems could also be
seen as a difficulty in achievement, viewing financial stability and independence as a
developmental milestone. For the sake of simplicity, if a general statement of
"financial problems" was made, I tended to assume that it was a question of
managing money and resources, coding it as Self-Management.
Social anxiety
Society anxiety also cuts across categories, most notably. Emotional Distress
(the anxiety piece) and Relationships (the social piece). I assumed that the anxiety is
pervasive, cutting across a number of social situations (at work, at school, in public,
etc.). Because social anxiety does not tend to focus on a particular relationship (or set
of relationships), I tended to code this statement as Emotional Distress rather than
Relationships.
Being adopted
Being adopted may raise a number of issues for people. One important issue
may be a question of identity, sometimes raising concerns of self-concept and self-
esteem. Being adopted may also bring up the meaning of one's relationships with
family (biological and adoptive), as well. Once again, it was difficult to make a
decision about in which category to place this statement. In the case of adoption, 1
did not want to assume that there existed a problem with a client's family (biological
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and adoptive) per se; rather, I considered this problem as a matter of identity, coding
it as Self-Concept/Esteem.
Abortion
Abortion is another issue that touches on number of different domains. For
one, women could express a number of different emotional reactions. Abortion also
could call into question a number of relationships: with partner, family, and the loss
of a potential child. Having an abortion also could raise issues around a woman's
identity, or self-concept, given her choice to have the procedure. Abortion may have
happened in the context of traumatic circumstances. And, abortion also may raise
ethical, moral, existential, and religious issues. I tended to code statements involving
a general statement of abortion as Relationships, thinking that it might call into
question a woman's relationship with her partner and her wish to have or not have a
child. I thought that the Relationships category might also include
ethical/moral/religious issues, which are belief systems used to inform people how to
treat others. I would have to acknowledge, however, that the Relationships category
captures only one dimension of the problem.
Family Illness
Some clients mentioned that a family member had contracted an illness, such
as cancer, HIV, Alzheimer's. In these cases, it was difficult to tell if this was an
environmental stress, e.g. demands on finances, time, and resources, or if the problem
was primarily about the client's changing relationship with the family member.
Because the client was coming to therapy, I assumed that it was to deal with the
impact of the illness on the relationship, rather than a focus on the practical details of
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managing healthcare. Hence, when mentioned alone, I coded such statements as
Relationships.
Ethical, Moral, Spiritual Issues
In some cases, clients raised concerns that were related to their ethical and
religious beliefs. While these issues may span several different categories, I tended to
classify these statements under the category of Relationships, assuming that such
belief systems address how we should treat others. Other interpretations, however,
may exist. In one instance, for example, a client described "wanting to be a vehicle
for God." In this case, such a statement could refer to how this person wanted to be
in the world, doing good deeds for others. On the other hand, this statement might
also be considered a part of this client's identity (self-concept). In general, I tended
to classify statements about morality under Relationships; however, if a client
emphasized a different aspect of the problem, other codes also were considered.
Specific Statements
There also were examples of specific statements that were difficult to classify.
For example:
"Can't deal with emotional issues that affect me"
In this statement it was unclear if this was an issue of coping and having a
sense of control or mastery, or if the focus was on emotional distress. 1 thought that
the statement of "I can't deal" was a general statement, but that the focus on the
problem was on "emotional issues." So, I coded it as Emotional Distress.
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"This place isn't friendly towards women"
This statement was unclear because of the ambiguity of "this place." It was
unknown if there were particular teachers, students, admmistrators, etc., who were
unfriendly, or if the university, in general was seen as "unfriendly" towards women,
i.e., having perceived unfair policies. Because the client did not specify a particular
relationship or set of relationships, 1 chose to code it as Environmental Stress.
"Trouble connecting with the person I was before"
In this statement, it was hard to tell what the person meant by "trouble
connecting." Was it certain activities that they are no longer able to do, or was it a
general sense of self that he or she was grappling with? Because the person seemed
to be struggling with a sense of identity (from the past), I coded this statement as
Self-Concept/Esteem.
"Feeling that I am losing my options quickly"
In this statement, it was hard to tell if the person was losing options in their
environment, e.g., getting fired from work, getting suspended from school, or if the
person lacked a sense of control or an ability to make decisions. It could have been
be both. I assumed, however, that people usually have a number of options, as long
as they believe they have options and can make informed decisions. So I coded this
statement as Self-Management. Once again, however, I came against my bias as a
clinician, and needed to make the final decisions with the help of my assistants, who
have views closer to that of clients.
In general, it was the case that problems had a number of different aspects and
fell within the purview of different domains. Classifying these problems into only
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one category lost some information, a problem mherem with developing a typology.
While the categories were discrete, problems sometimes overlapped. In developing a
classification system, the best we could do was to make informed decisions.
Simple vs. Compound Problems
Another important issue that arose during the initial analysis was confusion
about how to code "compound" problems, or problems where one difficulty was
associated with another. In each of these problems, there appears to be a subjective
experience and an object of the experience. Often the subjective experience is one of
"feeling" or action, while the object is the event or person that is associated with the
feeling or action stem. In these examples, the subject stem is differentiated from the
object, or associated problem [AP]:
"Stress/ about graduation"
[Stem] [AP]
"Fear/ of intimate relationships"
[Stem] [AP]
"Anger/ towards my ex-husband"
[Stem] [AP]
"Grief/ with my mom's death"
[Stem] [AP]
"Feeling sad and worried/ about a break-up"
[Stem] [AP]
"Inability to get work done/ because of illness"
[Stem] [AP]
These types of statements become difficult to code because it is unclear if one
problem should be coded over another, or if both should be included. Previous
researchers also have noted that client statements sometimes take on this form
(Barkham et al., 1988). Taking these researchers' lead, I decided to code the object
(or associated problem) of the statement to be the problem focus. Primarily, I kept
with this decision because while the experience or feeling is important, most people
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would point to the object as the source or primary focus of the problem. It seemed as
if the feeling would not have much meaning without the object to specify the
problem.
This decision had its limits, though, in that the client's subjective experience,
i.e., his or her response or subjective feeling about the event or person, became
overshadowed. The benefit of this choice was that what the client described as the
problem focus (or object) was highlighted, lending greater ease for coding. Once
again, however, it is important to acknowledge that some information gets lost when
we make such generalizations.
Quantitative Analvsis
In contrast to the qualitative analysis, which was more open-ended and
exploratory, the purpose of the quantitative analysis was to clarify and refine a
classification system that would have acceptable interrater reliability. The
quantitative analysis took place in three stages: Pilot Study I, where raters were first
given an opportunity to use the coding manual and provide feedback, Pilot Study II,
which afforded an initial sense of category reliability, and the Final Study, where
official coding took place to judge the reliability of the categories.
Pilot Study I
Based on the initial qualitative exploration of the data, a coding manual was
developed for independent raters. The manual described a number of issues
encountered in the qualitative section: a description of the major categories,
distinguishing between simple and compound problems, and examples of boundary
cases. To allow the coders to become familiar with the manual and coding in general.
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a brief coding exercise was practiced. One hundred of the oldest reports in the
sample of 699 were chosen as a "practice run." These one hundred reports contained
client responses to the question "What brings you to seek therapy at this time," only.
During this practice run, the coders were asked to rate the content of the
problems independently and to note any questions or difficulties they may have faced.
This first practice run proved useful in giving the coders a "hands-on" approach to
becoming familiar with the coding manual, as well as providing an opportunity to
make any initial changes.
In starting to code the data, the raters raised many of the themes that had been
touched on earlier in the qualitative analysis. Notably, raters struggled with using the
categories of Life Transitions, Environmental Stresses, and No Defining Problem.
The raters also raised questions about coding compound problems and boundary
cases, such as family illness, sexual problems, substance abuse, and eating disorders.
Interestingly enough, clients used some clinical terms with which the coders
were unfamiliar, such as "AGOA" and "hx drug & ETOH." Use of clinical language
was a sign that there were a number of clients who previously had been in treatment
and were psychologically sophisticated. These terms were explained to the coders.
Lastly, clients had written some cryptic statements, which may have included
misspellings. These statements, because they were hard to understand, were coded
as "No Defined Problem."
Coding the Number of Problems
Once these content issues were resolved, it was time to code the number of
problems in the official data set of 269 reports. Raters were asked to code the number
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of problems mentioned in both sets of questions of "What brings you to seek
professional help as this time," and "list the most troubling problems for which you
are seeking help" in three spaces provided. In particular, they were asked to put
brackets around each distinct problem and were informed that we would meet as a
group to clarify any disagreements.
After the raters individually coded the number of problems, we met as a group
to discuss disagreements. Most of the disagreements about the number of problems
focused on three issues: coding compound problems, deciding whether or not to
include statements that were not problems per se, and how to code the number of
problems in a single sentence that seemed to connect to a host of problems.
Regarding coding compound problems, sometimes raters had difficulties
distinguishing that some statements were in fact, compound. On a few occasions,
raters coded the feeling stem as a separate problem from the associated problem.
These instances enabled us to clarify some of the examples of compound problems.
In another issue, raters were puzzled by some statements and were unsure
whether or not to count such statements as "problems." For example, raters were
unsure whether or not to include "I have some psychological issues I want to explore"
as a problem, per se. While general statements such as these did not have a specific
problem focus, I decided to include them, for they were still important data to
consider. Coders were asked to code general statements like these as one "problem,"
with an eye for coding their content later as No Defining Problem.
The predominant difficulty that arose during the coding of the number of
problems was deciding how to handle a list or a "string" of problems that seemed to
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be connected together for the cUent. Some of these items included statements such
as:
"Depression/anxiety"
"Feehng lonely and sad"
"I am nervous, worried, and tense"
Initially, I had suggested coding everything separately. As time went on, however, it
seemed as though this rule was awkward and did not fit how raters understood client
descriptions. Ultimately, in these instances, we tried to stick to one rule. We tended
to code the statement as one problem if the items seemed synonymous. However, if
the items were not synonymous, we coded each of the experiences separately as one
problem. In the above examples, then, we coded "depression/anxiety" as two
problems (considering these different experiences); "feeling lonely and sad" as two
problems (considering these different), and "nervous, worried, and tense" as one
problem (considering these synonymous).
One rater noted that she suspected that clients may not make such subtle
differences in their experiences; she thought that perhaps people come in just feeling
"distressed" in general, and that the words they used to describe their feelings were
more popular words that people use (such as depression and anxiety). This
observation fits in very well with research on anxiety and depression that suggests
that these phenomena are related (Kendall & Watson, 1989; Maser & Cloninger,
1990). Because anxiety and depression are so often co-morbid, researchers are
questioning the utility of having these symptoms as separate constructs. This
observation lends support to the notion that clients may not necessarily experience
them as such. In trying to classify such statements into discrete categories, we all
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noted that it was difficult to make such decisions, especially since we were not able to
ask the clients directly. However, we did agree to try to use the "synonymous" rule to
judge subsequently the number of problems. In general, clarifying the issues that
arose during coding the number of problems clarified general issues about coding that
would aid us in coding problem content.
Pilot Study II
Once an initial version of the coding manual was developed, it was decided to
run another pilot study in order to get an initial sense ofhow reliable the categories
were. For the pilot study, one-quarter of the 269 reports were chosen randomly (for a
total of 67 reports). For these 67 reports, there existed a total of 405 problems.
Raters attempted to code the content of each of these problems. Because this was a
pilot study, raters were encouraged to bring back any questions they had about the
coding process.
From the total of 405 problems, 55 of those were missing values. These
missing values occurred whenever a rater did not fill in a code for a problem. These
instances occurred for two primary reasons; first, a rater had no idea how to code the
statement for its content, and second, there were instances where raters disagreed on
the number of problems. These missing values were reviewed to make sure that there
was no systematic pattern to which values were missing. Overall, the missing values
seem to fail into a number of different categories and did not seem to "favor" a
particular category.
To calculate percentage agreement for each category, raters first had to code
the problems on their own. Subsequently, we met as a group to compare their codes.
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To compare these codes, I used a spreadsheet recording each rater's code as a "yes"
in one (and only one) of ten categories. I then created two columns, one as "Agree"
and the other as "Disagree." If the two raters agreed on a code for a particular
problem, this category code was placed in the "Agree" column, and a "zero" was
placed in the "Disagree" column (indicating no disagreement). If the raters disagreed
on a code, we discussed the disagreement and reached a consensus answer. This
consensus code was noted in the "Disagree" column, while a "zero" was placed in the
"Agree" column. Hence, each of the 405 problems had a code for both "Agree" and
"Disagree."
To calculate percentage agreement for each category, it was decided to use the
formula:
#agreements
# agreements +# disagreements
For example, for the category of Emotional Distress, there were 79 instances where
raters agreed on this category. There also were 3 1 times when they disagreed on this
answer and where it was determined by consensus that Emotional Distress was the
correct code.
Using this formula, the following reliabilities were calculated, based on each
category: Emotional Distress 72%, Self-Management 70%, Self-Concept/Esteem
84%, Relationships 86%, Life Transitions, 33%, Physical Complaints 85%, Substance
Abuse 100%), Trauma 40%, Environmental Stresses 50%, and No Defining Problem,
74%. For those categories of 80%) reliability and above, it was decided to keep them
as they were initially formulated (Self-Esteem/Concept, Relationships, Physical
Complaints, Substance Abuse). It also was decided to keep those categories with
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reliabilities of 70% agreement or higher, but to refine and adjust them (along with
their boundary cases) in order to achieve better reliability (Emotional Distress, Self-
Management, and No Defining Problem). For the remainder of the categories,
deciding on their value called into consideration their conceptual significance. For
these categories, the critical question was "Is this category important enough to
keep?" Typically, researchers tend to "throw out" categories when they fail to
achieve a certain reliability. Because this was a pilot study, however, it was felt that
conceptual issues were important to consider, as well.
Conceptually, it was still important to include the categories of Trauma and
Environmental Stresses. Because trauma is such an important and distinctive concept
in the field of psychology and the larger culture, I decided to keep this category, with
hope that refinement and clarification would increase reliability. In addition,
Envirormient Stresses seemed to be an important category to retain because it
captures the concept that the role of environment, society, and culture can play a part
in an individual' problems. Although psychologists often tend not to view problems
as belonging to the individual, this category allows for the possibility that there are
clients who feel that their environment (society and culture) plays an important role in
their problems. As such, this category was kept, and boundary cases were clarified in
the coding manual.
While it was possible to make a compelling argument for keeping the
categories of Trauma and Environmental Stresses, the argument for "Life
Transitions" was weaker. In this category, problems related to achievement (such as
school and job difficulties) as well as developmental transitions (such as graduating
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and aging) were included. It can be argued that issues included in this category could
be folded into others. In particular, problems with school and work (and other
achievement issues) could be coded within the category of Self-Management. And,
arguably, difficulties with development (such as aging) could be classified as a type
of identity struggle (Self-Concept/Esteem). With the reliability for Life Transitions
so low (33%) the case against keeping this category was weak; as a consequence, the
category was omitted and melded into the other categories mentioned.
The percentage of incidence of each of the categories (out of the entire
dataset) also yielded important information. Percentage incidence of each category
was calculated by the following formula:
% incidence = # of agreements + # disagreements
total # of problems
Using this formula, the following categories are organized by descending order of
incidence: Emotional Distress 27%, Relationships 20%, Self-Management 18%, Self
Concept 8%, No Defining Problem 5%, Physical Complaints 3%, Environmental
Stresses 2%, Life Transitions 5%, Substance Abuse 1%, Trauma 1%, and Life
Transitions 1%. The overwhelming majority (73%) of problems fell in the first four
categories (Emotional Distress, Relationships, Self-Management, Self-Concept). As
is typical in much research, it was possible to "throw out" categories with a low
incidence (i.e., 5% or less). Because this was a pilot study, however, with 14% of the
database as missing values, it was decided not to use low incidence as a criteria in
itself to omit any categories.
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Final Study
For the official dataset, changes based on the pilot study were included in the
coding manual. The official dataset was comprised of 202 reports, for a total of 1 163
problems. Similar to the pilot study, reliabilities (% agreement) for each category
were calculated.
Of these 1 163 problems, 430 were classified under the question "What brings
you to seek professional help at this time," while 733 were classified under the
question "List the most troubling problems for which you are seeking help." The
following categories are organized by descending order of incidence: Emotional
Distress 32%, Self-Management 23%, Relationships 22%, Self-Concept/Esteem 10%,
Trauma 4%, Physical Complaints 3%, Environmental Stresses 2%, No Defining
Problem 2%, and Substance Abuse 1% (See Figure 1). Missing values, where one or
both raters failed to code a problem, comprised 2% of the data set.
Reliability (as percentage agreement) for each category was calculated, with
the following results: Emotional Distress 93%; Self-Management 73%; Self-Concept
and Self-Esteem 86%; Relationships 81%; Physical Complaints 71%; Substance
Abuse 100%; Trauma 86%; Environmental Stresses 72%; No Defining Problem 68%.
Overall reliability for the eight basic categories was good; however, the categories of
Self-Management, Physical Complaints, Environmental Stresses, and No Defining
Problem, all close to 70%, could be improved.
In fact, while talking about the items where the raters disagreed, both raters
noted some particular difficulties. They both felt that achievement items did not fall
easily into any of the categories; one rater preferred to code these items under Self-
Management, while the other rater preferred to code achievement items under
Enviromnental Stresses. In addition, both noted that it was difficult to code certain
items, such as "eating" and "sleeping"; one rater coded these items under Self-
Management, while the other rater preferred to code these items under Physical
Complaints. Regarding the category ofNo Defining Problem, one rater mentioned
that she struggled with this category because she felt it important not to use the
category if possible.
Given this important feedback from the coders, the data was re-analyzed with
their concerns in mind. First, achievement items were omitted from the analysis.
Any items dealing with job, school, or financial matters were left out. Reliability for
the categories of Self-Management and Environmental Stresses were then
recalculated; the results yielded 77% agreement for Self-Management, but only 67%
agreement for Environmental Stress. Looking at the particular items that were
omitted, it appeared that raters agreed to classify problems related to school
(graduation), job, and career under Self-Management, while there was a greater
tendency to classify financial/money problems under Environmental Stresses. One
advantage of grouping these items together under the category of Achievement would
be to maintain a conceptual clarity to the categories of Self-Management and
Environmental Stresses, slightly improving the reliability for the category of Self-
Management. Doing so, however, leaves the reliability of Environmental Stresses
questionable; some interpretations of these results will be discussed later.
Items related to "sleeping" and "eating" and "headaches" also were omitted
from the analyses. Reliability for the categories of Self-Management and Physical
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Complaints were recalculated; the results yielded 79% reliability for Self-
Management (including the items that were previously omitted for "achievement"),
and 89% for Physical Complaint. By clarifying these items (probably by coding them
more systematically under Physical Complaint), it appears that reliability increases
for these two categories.
It was important to examine the items in the category ofNo Defining
Problems to see if there were any systematic problems (boundary cases) that
reoccurred. No consistent pattern emerged. However, one rater did note that she
tried to classify problems into content categories before considering coding them
under No Defined Problem. Perhaps the very nature of this category itself, with no
specific or defined content, makes coding it reliably a difficuh task.
As noted earlier, the dataset consists of two sets of questions, "What brings
you to seek professional help at this time?" and "List the most troubling problems for
which you are seeking help." To ascertain some of the differences between the two
questions, for each quesfion, graphs of percentage incidence of categories were
plotted (See Figure 2). Some qualitative differences may be noted between these two
quesfions. For one, the question of "What brings you to seek professional help at this
time?" seems to contain more responses that were coded into the categories of
Emotional Distress and No Defined Problem, while the question of "List the most
troubling problems for which you are seeking help" seems to contain more responses
that were coded into the categories of Self-Concept/Esteem and Relationships.
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Figure 2. Category Incidence of "What Brings
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;ure 3. Category Incidence of Target Complaints
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
In this section, the results from each of the broad approaches, qualitative and
quantitative, will be discussed in depth. In the final chapter (see Conclusions), some
broader issues, conclusions, and implications will be addressed.
Qualitative Section
Because the focus of the study was to develop a categorical system of clients^
presenting problems, it was critical to be able to form a clear conceptualization of
each of the categories. The purpose of the qualitative analysis was to allow client
data to shape and inform the development of categories. Rather than merely
imposing theory from the top-down, the qualitative analysis enabled a dynamic
engagement with the data where theory also could be informed from the bottom-up.
Naturalistic observation of data was critical to building the categories, which
ultimately attempt to capture how clients construct their problems.
Open-ended exploration of client reports brought forth a number of important
issues relevant to understanding clients' descriptions of their problems, as well as
issues related to coding (classification). These issues included addressing the breadth
and variety of client statements, developing the content of the categories, clarifying
issues directly related to coding—namely, how to code compound problems, how to
code the number of problems, and how to code boundary cases, and describing the
concerns of clients of color and LBGT clients, which frequently are ignored.
One important issue in understanding client reports was addressing the
breadth and variety of statements. Because each report was so rich and full of
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information, there seemingly were infinite ways of describing the variety of
statements clients had written. Based on my own impressions as a researcher and
clinician, I chose only a few dimensions that could give the reader a sense of the
breadth of data. Of note, the length of statements varied greatly, from one or two
words to longer narratives of several paragraphs. There also was variation in the
number of problems clients listed, ranging anywhere from one to ten. Some written
statements were more complex than others, describing many overlapping problems at
once. Some clients described their problems in terms of "symptoms," such as
depression, sadness, anxiety, or panic. While the term "symptom" implies an
underlying disorder, for many clients, the "symptom" was the problem. In these
statements, it appeared that clients did not assume an "underlying cause" for their
distress. Yet other clients seemed to describe their problems as specific diagnoses
such as Bipolar Disorder, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, or Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder. As mentioned earlier, the fact that a majority of the clients in
the database had been in therapy previously may have made it more likely that they
would adopt psychological terminology to describe their difficulties.
Clients also varied in how they located their problems—in themselves, in
others, or both. A number of clients also chose to describe their difficulties in a very
distinct and personal story, rather than focusing on a discrete problem. Lastly, some
clients did not even refer to specific problems; rather, they may have stated that they
wanted "someone to talk to," sought some kind of change in their lives, or had been
referred for therapy.
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The qualitative analysis also was critical to developing the content of
categories. Because the data was so rich and complex, it was useful to examine the
reports with a framework in mind. Integrating classification systems based on
previous research proved useful in this regard. However, as a reflexive process, I
also strove to allow client statements to inform the categories. Overall, this approach
was useful in this regard, especially through the use of exemplars or prototypes.
While previous researchers had provided definitions of their categories, examples
from the client database allowed the categories to be tied more towards actual
statements. By being linked to client statements (the specific), it also was possible to
amend and refine general definitions (the abstract). Through this process, I decided
to keep the categories of Emofional Distress, Self-Management, Self-
Esteem/Concept, Relationships, Life Transitions, Physical Complaints, Substance
Abuse, Trauma, and Environmental Stresses. I reworked the categories with newer,
clearer definitions in mind, however, based on client examples (see Results section).
I also decided to add another category. No Defining Problem, to capture those
statements that did not seem to have a problem focus.
The qualitative analysis also was critical in raising issues that would have
direct implications for coding by raters. In addition to clarifying category content,
open-ended exploration of data made it clear that it would be necessary to address
issues of coding compound problems, coding the number of problems, and clarifying
boundary cases. In reading the reports, it was clear that many clients described their
problems in a complex, interrelated sequence of events. To code these statements
into categories would be a difficult task and would require that certain decision rules
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be made. To achieve reliability in coding, it became apparent that raters would need
to sort through the complexity of statements, dividing them into discrete units.
It appeared the complexity of statemems could be understood along two
different dimensions: compound problems, which involved a description of a client's
reaction to an associated problem (in causal relationship), and a list of problems,
where many problems were mentioned at once (but with no apparent causal
relationship). Regarding compound problems, it was decided to code the associated
problem, assuming that the client viewed this problem as the "cause" of his or her
suffering. Dealing with coding the number of problems, first noticed in this
qualitative exploration, would need to be revisited later with raters for greater clarity.
In reading some of the client statements, it also seemed apparent that some
statements could be classified into more than one category. Once again, it became
apparent that decisions would need to be made in these cases about how to choose
one category over another. While making some preliminary decisions (see Results
section), many of more of these choices would need to be addressed later with the
raters.
Open-ended exploration of narrative data also shed some light on the concerns
of people of color and LBGT clients, who often are overlooked. By reading some of
these clients' reports, it was possible to investigate and reflect some of their concerns
in the development of a classification system. Although most people of color and
LBGT clients did not raise issues about racism and homophobia in their presenting
problems, some people did raise concerns related to societal pressures. With our
biases as psychologists (or as members of an individualistic culture, for that matter).
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it is often too easy to locate a problem within the person. These clients' statements
remind us of larger systems of societal constraints and injustices.
In general, this qualitative exploration was extremely useful in describing the
breadth of client problems, developing the content of each of the categories,
clarifying coding issues (coding compound problems, the number of problems, and
boundary cases), and highlighting concerns of people of color and LBGT clients.
Drawing on these issues, I was able to develop a coding manual for independent
raters, who would provide another perspective on the data. After all, my own
conceptual schema could only be useful if others, especially those similar to clients,
could agree with and understand the categories.
Quantitative Section
The purpose of the quantitative analysis was to evaluate how well client
statements could be classified into a categorical system. To judge how well the
classification schema developed in the qualitative system captured the data, it was
decided to see how well two independent raters would agree on how to code client
statements. By calculating percentage agreement, any category with 80% agreement
or higher could be deemed reliable.
In order to develop a classification system with 80% reliability or higher, the
research team had to clarify a number of issues. Input from the raters was especially
critical in coding compound problems, coding the number of problems, and boundary
cases, three themes that had been raised earlier in the qualitative analysis. Where
raters differed on these issues, decisions had to be made (see Results section for a
description of this process). In making these decisions, we were guided by two
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overarching principles: to choose that which raters feh were closest to what clients
may have emphasized and to choose an option that generally would be applied with
ease across cases. Perhaps the most difficult decisions were made when these two
principles conflicted with each other. All in all, decisions were made with difficulty
and somefimes revisited. As a research team, we all noted how difficuh and laborious
this process was and how much we would have liked to ask clients directly. In
aiming for a standardized classification system, it was certainly important to make
decisions. However, we continued to wonder as a group about the cost of these
choices, and whether or not we had lost some of the subtleties and intent of client
narratives.
Given that the aim of the quantitative analysis was to achieve a standardized
categorical system with reliability, there was statistical support to demonstrate that
such a system is possible. In the final dataset of 202 reports, with a total of 1 163
problems, overall reliability for the nine basic categories was acceptable. The
categories of Emotional Distress (93%), Self-Concept/Esteem, Relationships (81%)
and Substance Abuse (100%) all had reliabilities of 80% or higher. The categories of
Self-Management (73%), Physical Complaints (71%), Environmental Stresses (72%),
and No Defining Problem (68%)) all had reliabilities close to 70%, which still could
be improved.
By creating a separate category of Achievement (which could include
problems related to work, school, and finances), and by clarifying items such as
"eating," "sleeping," and "headaches," reliabilities for Self-Management and Physical
Complaints increased to 79% and 86%, respectively. The category of No Defining
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Problem remained elusive at 68% reliability. By definition, this category has no clear
boundaries, and may be a difficult one by nature to achieve reliably. Although the
reliability for Environmental Stresses remains low, the difficulty in coding for this
category speaks to how we in American culture may tend to focus on the individual
aspect of problems rather than thinking about societal and cultural forces that may
come into play in clients' lives.
The incidence of categories also yielded important information. Four major
categories captured 87% of the problems coded: Emotional Distress (32%), Self-
Management (23%), Relationships (22%), and Self-Concept/Esteem (10%). The
category of Emotional Distress captured nearly a third of all the problem codes. The
combined categories of Trauma (4%), Physical Complaints (3%), Environmental
Stresses (2%) and Substance Abuse (1%) captured only 10%) of the problems coded.
As much as trauma is present in the field of psychology, it is of note that 4%) of the
reports mentioned traumatic experiences. It is unclear if these 4% of reports reflects
the actual incidence of trauma for clients in the database. Or, as some clinicians
would hold, it may be the case that the incidence of trauma is much greater, where
clients are either reluctant to share their experiences or consciously unaware of them.
Another possibility for the low incidence of this category is that even people who
know they have experienced trauma may not identify that as "the problem" that
brings them to therapy. They may be more concerned about their symptoms and may
not be clear that their symptoms are a result of the trauma and that they have to deal
with the trauma as a problem in order to address the symptoms. While this debate
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continues in the field, it is notable that only a few clients stated directly at the first
visit to the clinic that they have experienced trauma.
The relatively low incidence of Physical Complaints (3%) was not completely
surprising, given that most people come to a mental health clinic for problems with a
psychological focus, almost by definition. It would be interesting to see, however,
how different types of clinics (i.e., community health centers) may differ in incidence
of physical complaints and whether or not they are associated with psychological
problems. It should also be noted that a very low incidence of the Substance Abuse
category (1%) was reported. This may largely be an artifact of the intake process;
because the PSC does not have the resources for substance abuse treatment, the clinic
often refers clients with substance abuse problems to more appropriate care settings.
Again, the low incidence of Environmental Stresses raises interesting issues.
Even with a broad definition of "environment," only 2% of problems were coded as
such. The low incidence of this category makes a poignant statement—that as
consumers of "mental health," clients are far more likely to locate their problems
within an individual (either themselves or others) rather within a system, society, or
culture. In general, as members of a Western, individualistic culture, we easily fall
prey to the fundamental attribution error, clients and clinicians alike, by looking only
at the individual. The low incidence of this category cautions us to think broader in
term of how individual "fit" into larger systems. It also challenges to think about our
assumptions about problems and their origins—are problems just a matter of
individual pathology, or are there larger communal, society, and cultural forces at
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play? To ignore these issues are to overlook the concerns of many of our clients,
including women, people of color, and LBGT people.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Clients' constructions of presenting problems play an important role in
therapy, influencing both process and outcome. There exist a variety of methods to
study these problems; while some are idiographic, others focus on types of problems.
Each method has its strengths and limitations. This study focused on developing a
classification system that would be useful for studying therapeutic process and
outcome. Some important goals in building this system involved drawing from
comprehensive representation of problems (including those described by people of
color and LBGT clients), achieving a balance of specificity and abstraction, and
having statistical support. Throughout the development of this system, careful
attention was paid to allowing client data (written narratives) to shape and revise
theory. To gather as much as information as possible from the data, this study
included two methodological approaches, one qualitative and the other quantitative.
Overall, this study integrated a great deal of current theory available on
clients' presenting problems, relying on a comprehensive range of 269 client reports.
The two methodologies used in this study, qualitative and quantitative, yielded rich
results. In the qualitative portion, I was able to describe to describe the breadth of
data in a way that also allowed individual narratives and rich themes to emerge. In
addition, open-ended exploration of client narratives allowed the data to inform
theory, helping to form the categories. In the quantitative portion of the study, it was
possible to test conceptualizations with the help of independent raters. In the process
of coding, raters provided additional feedback that clarified the form of the
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categories. In the end, the quantitative portion lent statistical support that there
consensus between the raters regarding many of the categories, indicating interrater
reliability.
However, no study is without limitations. For one, the client data came from
an outpatient university training clinic where approximately two-thirds of clients are
students, and the majority of those are undergraduates. As a training clinic, a number
of clients are referred out of agency for any crisis-oriented or on-going substance
abuse problems, so some of these problems may not have been included in the
database. In addition, this study relied on written reports from clients; neither the
researcher nor the raters were able to ask clients directly about their problems. It is
likely that more personal and in-depth interviews may have yielded more information
about how clients describe their troubles. It is also important to note that even though
there is statistical support for this particular system of categories, such findings do not
rule out the possibility that other systems are equally as viable. The classification
system developed in this study need not be the only one. It is also unclear how
clinically useful this system is; how relevant and helpful this system is for therapy is
yet unknown.
In general, in developing a standardized measure, the breadth, variety, and
complexity of client statements are simplified (reduced) in order to fit a system of
categorization. In the attempt to standardize, we may lose subtler meanings, often
important in therapy. In a standardized measure, we are also subject to larger social
and cultural forces—researcher, clinician, rater, and client, alike. This is especially
poignant in the case of trying to understand the narratives of people of color and
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LBGT clients. Whereas researchers attempting to standardize measures often tend to
discard any category that is "unreUabie" (that is, it fails to meet a certain standard),
important information gets lost. This point is especially poignant in the case of
people of color and LBGT clients, where, in this study, it would have been easy to
"throw out" the category of Environmental Stresses due to low reliability. To do so.
however, to do so is to ignore important concerns. While the majority of clients did
not present problems like racism or homophobia, given the societal pressures to
remain silent on these issues, we must wonder if we have truly paid attention to these
clients' concerns.
It is also notable that among all the people of color in the database (10.3%)
and LBGT-identified people (10.9%), so few problems specifically about racism or
homophobia were raised. The reason(s) for the dearth of statements is unclear; we
can only generate hypotheses about this silence. Regarding clients of color, on the
surface, we may look at these reports and think that ethnic minority clients coming to
the PSC do not face problems regarding racism or their ethnic/cultural identity. This
view may overlook cultural and societal forces that influence how and when people
talk about race and culture. Researchers have noted that the dominant culture's
discomfort with and profit from racism often encourages people to remain silent on
the issue of racism (and cultural differences) despite the fact that racial thinking
saturates our society (Comer, 1990). Because of the difficulty of talking about race
and culture, especially in a "mainstream" setting like a University-based clinic, many
of these clients may have chosen not to talk about these issues at all, especially during
their first visit.
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While some statements made by clients of color were located in a number of
categories, with these clients, we can wonder about how racism has affected their
experience. It may be that African-, Asian-, Latino/a, and Native-American clients
are reporting the difficulties they are struggling with, but are uncomfortable talking
about, or reluctant to acknowledge, the elements of racism or discrimination in their
problems. Another possibility is that clients may know that they have been victims of
oppression and that a function of therapy (in the view of some) can be to help the
client make the connection. Given the delicate nature of talking about race and
cultural differences, we must respect what the client presents to us, and we must also
be aware that we live in a society permeated by racial thinking/power. While these
questions fall out of the purview of this study, which attempts to classify client
problems as they are presented, we can at least be mindful of the interpretation of this
data.
On a similar note, we may only hypothesize why most clients who were
sexual minorities did not mention problems regarding dealing with homophobia, or
issues of sexual identity like "coming out." Similarly to clients of cultural minorities,
we may take the statements at surface value and presume that clients do not have
problems regarding their sexual orientation/identity. However, this view ignores the
fact that we live in a homophobic society, where being "out" as lesbian, bisexual, gay
or transgender (LBGT) is not always safe. Clients first coming to a clinic may be
reticent to reveal their sexual idendty for fear ofjudgment and homophobia. It may
be the case that clients do experience difficulties regarding their sexual orientation
(such as "coming out" and dealing with homophobia), but are cautious to reveal this
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at first meeting with someone new. On the other hand, there may be cHents whose
problems are not focused on their sexual identity, but whose problems take place in
context of their sexual lives and relationships. For example, a LBGT client who has
problems in a relationship with a lover may also be dealing with issues regarding lack
of support or acceptance for his/her same-sex relationship. Clearly, it is a limit of this
study to be unable to explore these issues more in depth. We can at least be aware of
the social forces, such as homophobia, at play when thinking about how clients
present their problems.
Implications and Future Research
Overall, this study indicates that is possible to develop a classification system
of clients' constructions of problems. With such a system, it is possible to look at
general types of problems in therapy and across cases. While this system was based
on interpretation of naturalistic client data, it may also be used in other forms, such as
a survey. To develop such a questionnaire, careful attention would need to be paid to
the best inclusion (or fit) of items for each category, ideally with statistical support
for reliability and validity.
In the search for a system with statistical support, however, it is important not
to lose track of the importance of clinical utility. Perhaps the fundamental test for
such a system is how clinically useful it is. Are these categories (as concepts)
relevant for understanding how clients view their problems? Do these categories aid
both client and therapist in clarifying the problem(s) they are working on in therapy?
If this system is in fact, clinically useful, we become able to study some important
issues that arise in therapy, such as how different "types" of problems may change
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over the course of therapy, what kinds of problems therapists and cHents may come to
"agree" on, and how chents' constructions of their problems influence their
expectations and goals for therapy and ultimately, outcome. With a comprehensive,
statistically supported and clinically useful system, we may begin to answer these
questions and more. At the same time, we must not forget what we lose with a
standardized measure-subtleties in meaning, and concerns not usually voiced openly
at the outset of therapy. As such, other approaches and methodologies are warranted.
With a variety of methods, we may deepen our understanding and evaluation of
psychotherapy process and outcome.
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APPENDIX
CLASSIFICATION OF PROBLEMS IN THE PERSONAL HISTORYQUESTIONNAIRE: A CODING MANUAL
Section I: Overall Coding Framework
Purpose, preview, and use of the manual
The purpose of this manual is to provide a procedure for coding client
problems described in the Personal History Questionnaire (PHQ), a largely open-
ended questionnaire that inquires about clients' present and past history of general
functioning. A coding procedure is presented which provides a conceptual framework
for classifying descriptions of client problems. Based on findings from previous
studies, and data from a pilot study, nine major categories were developed. The
procedures and rules of this coding system are borrowed largely from a classification
of psychological problems elicited by the Personal Quesfionnaire technique
(Barkham, Shapiro, & Morrison, 1988). The structure of this system is organized
much like the system developed by Barkham et al. (1988): problems are classified as
simple or compound; major categories are described in depth; and boundary cases are
clarified. These meanings are different, in part, because the categories in these two
systems are different. The five categories mentioned by Barkham, et al. ( 1 988)
include Symptom, Mood, Self-concept, Relationships, and Specific Performance, in
contrast to the nine categories included in this system.
This manual is organized to provide the necessary information for the coder to
assign appropriate codes to the PHQ items using the framework referred to above. In
addition, this manual provides examples of the various codes both in the form of clear
exemplars as well as boundary examples in order that distinctions between the
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various codes are clear to the coder. It is strongly recommended that one first reads
this manual through in its entirety, and when coding the PHQ items, refers to the
sections where specific procedures are delineated. As in all cases, if one is unsure of
which category to use, take the best guess.
Client Statements
This manual was developed in order to code written client narratives of their
presenting problems mentioned in the PHQ. The questions that focus on client
problems include "What brings you to seek professional help at this time" and a
request for clients to "list the most troubling problems for which you are seeking
help" in three spaces provided.
Coding the number of problems
One important step in coding is determining the number of problems in
clients' reports. Because there may be differences in how many problems raters
notice in each statement, reaching agreement on the number of problems is critical in
reaching overall agreement.
Simple vs. Compound Problems
Another crifical step in coding is distinguishing between two types of
problems: simple and compound. A simple problem may be defined as a statement
which has a single focus of experience and which cannot be divided into smaller
meaningful units. In contrast, a compound problem is comprised of two related
components: an individual reaction and an associated problem. These concepts will
be described more fully in later sections.
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Category Content
While clients' responses to the specified PHQ items reflect some of their
concerns, for the purpose of developing a standardized classification system, nine
major categories of problems types were developed. For the present purposes, there
are nine categories as follows:
1
.
Emotional Distress
2. Self-Management
3. Self Concept/Esteem
4. Relationships
5. Physical Complaints
6. Substance Abuse
7. Trauma
8. Environmental Stresses
9. No Defining Problem.
The definitions are explained more fully later in the manual.
Boundary Cases
There may be instances where client statements appear to fall into more than
one category. In order to clarify some of these cases, boundary cases will be
presented and codes specified. Although it is not possible to capture every instance
of a boundary case, it is hoped that this manual will be able to cover a number issues
and guidelines for determining codes in boundary cases.
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Guidelines for coding
In order to provide a basic overview of the coding process, some general
guidelines are provided. These guidelines are defined in a later section of the manual
(see Sections).
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Section II: Determining the Number of Problems
Coding the Number of Problems
Initially, the coders will individually make judgments about the number of
problems in each client report to be coded. As a group (the primary investigator and
the two coders), we will review any discrepancies and make final decisions about the
number of problems mentioned in client statements. The following is a guide to
judging the number of problems:
First, read the client's response to the question "What brings you to therapy?"
From the client's statement, write down the number of problems you think are
mentioned. Put brackets around each problem statement. For example, for this
question, a client may report "dealing with issues relating to rape; depression." While
these concerns may be related, they are coded as separate problems (rape,
depression), for a total of two.
Helpful indicators of problems may include whole sentences, phrases
separated by commas, or conjunctives, such as "and" or "or." For example:
"I have panic attacks"
Coding = I problem
"I feel very lonely and my mother died recently"
Coding = 2 problems
Be careful when seeing the word "but," "about," "that," or "with": these
words may signify a compound problem. In these situations, count a compound
problem as ONE problem. For example:
"Worried about my relationship with my partner"
[ED] [R]
Coding = 1 (Compound) Problem
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"Anxious that I won't be graduating"
[ED] [LT]
Coding = 1 (Compound) Problem
In the next section of this manual, there will be more explanation of how to code a
compound problem.
Next, when you read each response for "list the most troubling problems for
which you are seeking help, count the number of problems and again put brackets
around each one. For example, a client may report "anxiety attacks, depression, and
financial problems." Consider each of these separate problems (for a total of three),
and put brackets around each. In some cases, coding the number of problems may be
difficult, for client may describe a series of problems (or symptoms) which may be
grouped into one experience. For example:
"I feel nervous, tense, and worried"
Here, the client has described three states in this sentence, which could be grouped
into a whole. Because these terms seem synonymous, the statement can be
considered as one problem. However, if the client described symptoms that did not
seem synonymous, for example, "depression and anxiety," please code this as two
problems. Ultimately, we will meet as a research team to clarify any disagreements
about the number of problems.
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Section III: Determining a Simple vs. Compound Problem
Simple problem: Definition
Simple problems are statements that have a single focus of experience and which
cannot be divided into smaller meaningful units. Basically, the term "Simple" refers
to a problem that is undifferentiated (as one experience).
Simple problems as specific or global
Simple problems may be specific or global. If a simple problem is specific, it
may refer to a particular context, such a particular person, place or thing. For
example:
"The change in relationship with my partner"
On the other hand, simple problems may be more global or general in nature,
with no particular referent. Or they may take refer to an experience which is very
general, such as "at home," or "in life." For example:
"Feeling anxious in general"
Compound problem: Definition
Compound problems are statements that have two components: a "feeling
stem" and an "associated problem." The feeling stem may be described as an
individual reaction in response to an associated problem. These two components can
be viewed as being similar to the "subject" and "object" in English grammar, but the
addition of carrying both psychological and experiential meaning. Some particularly
important keywords to look for in compound statements are: about, with, due to,
because of, that, over, and of. Also, it is important to look for the object of active
verbs, such as makes, triggers, upsets.
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The feeling stem is defined as the subject of the statement. It is always
identifiable by its referring to the psychological (internal) experience of the client,
and as such, will always be coded as Emotional Distress, Self-Management, or Self-
Concept/Esteem. The feeling stem may occur before or after the associated problem
(AP).
For example (before the AP):
"Feeling depressed about "
"Blaming myself for "
"Trouble dealing with "
For example (after the AP):
..makes me feel angry"
upsets me"
.makes me feel guilty"
The associated problem is defined as the object or referent that qualifies or
makes specific the experiential range of the problem stated in the feeling stem.
For example (after feeling stem):
".
.
.about my relationship with my father"
" about my physical illness"
" about getting older"
For example (before feeling stem):
"My romantic reladonship "
"Being passed over at work "
"Yelling at my kids "
In all of these cases, please focus on the content of the associated problem. A more
detailed description of coding compound problems will be provided after a
description of category content.
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Section IV: Codina Simple Prnhlpmc
Coding Simple Problems- Categories and Examp le.;
Once we make final decisions about the number of each problems in each
report (including whether or not problems are Simple of Compound), we will move
on to the next phase of the coding, which involves rating the content of each problem.
In the following, a description of each major category is provided, along with
examples of Simple Problems.
Category 1 : Emotional Distress
This category includes statements where clients describe problematic feelings
and emotional reactivity, as a feeling state mentioned alone or emphasized as much as
or more than the circumstances in which it occurs. For example: depression, anxiety,
mood swings, "Bipolar Disorder," anger/fear, worry, social or performance anxiety, a
feeling of general distress, job stress, grief, and hopelessness, among others. This
category may also include statements of mood, including feelings of frustration, being
trapped, bored, and lethargic, as well as feelings of agitation, irritability, or
"negativity." Please also include the feelings of "loneliness," "jealousy," and
"detachment." This category may include statements of "feeling suicidal." While
suicide is a behavior, it is assumed that "feeling suicidal" is a way of expressing
acute emotional distress.
In addition, some clients may offer a specific diagnosis. Please include
diagnoses like Depression, Bipolar Disorder, Anxiety/panic disorders. Seasonal
Affective Disorder (SAD) and any other disorders related to mood/emotion as
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Emotional Distress. Lastly, clients may describe feeling "numb" or a "lack of
emotions"; please code these as emotional distress, as well.
For example:
'Feeling depressed"
'Depression"
'Anxiety"
'Panic attacks"
'Being afraid"
'Preoccupied by worry"
'Fear"
Category 2: Self-Management
This category includes problems that involve an ability to control, manage, or cope
with difficulties and problems, specific or general. Included in this category are
compulsive or uncontrolled behaviors, obsessions or thought problems, uncontrolled
thinking or feelings, time management, procrastination, lack or loss of motivation,
problems with specific tasks, disorganization, confusion, problems with daily living,
coping, and difficulty making decisions, among others. Specifically, clients may also
refer to problems dealing with finances, their job or career, academic/school
problems, or court problems (formerly Life Transitions). Please code such problems
as Self-Management. In addition, this category may include client diagnoses of
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD), and Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD),
which indicate difficulties managing behavior or thinking.
For example:
"Trouble concentrating"
"Disorganized"
"Uncontrolled thoughts"
"Uncontrolled behaviors"
"Can't control my mind"
"Obsessive thoughts"
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"I have compulsions"
"Coping with Hfe"
"Being confused about my Hfe"
"Can't speak up my mind"
"Managing my problems"
"Difficulty making decisions"
Category 3: Self Concept/Esteem
In this category, include any statements related to self-esteem, self-
understanding, self-confidence, and identity. Statements about self-concept refer to
issues of confidence, worthlessness, negative self-evaluations, self-consciousness,
concern about others' views of oneself, and social inferiority. Negative self-
evaluations include self-blame, criticism, worthlessness, etc. Social inferiority refers
to comparisons with other people to the detriment of the client, and confidence refers
to statements relating to lack of confidence (Barkham et al., 1988). Clients may also
make statements about their identity, perhaps being unsatisfied with who they are, or
wanfing to discover and/or change an identity.
For example:
"Low self-esteem"
"Lack of confidence"
"Don't like myself
"I feel worthless"
"Don't know who I am"
"Trying to understand myself
"Doubting myself
"Questioning my identity, my values"
"Want to change who 1 am"
"Tendency to blame myself for things"
"Feeling self-conscious"
"Feeling Fm not as good as other people"
"Feeling insecure; insecurity"
"Feeling inferior to others"
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Category 4: Relationship s
Relationship statements refer to difficulties or distress in relating to other
people in general, groups, or sets of people, or individuals. This category includes
directly stated problems in specific relationships (e.g., spouse, partner, parent, family,
siblmg, friend, roommate) or relafionships in general (e.g. problems with intimacy or
meeting people). It also includes sex if the sexual difficulties are mentioned alone,
for example, "my sex life," or "sexual problems." It excludes sex as an item if it is
interpretable as a problem related to performance.
For example:
"Problems with my spouse"
"Hard time being close to others"
"Not communicating with my partner"
"Breaking up with my partner"
"Conflicts with my boss"
"Problems with intimacy"
"Not getting along with my parents"
"Sexual problems"
Category 6: Physical Complaint
This category includes any problems involving a physical component, including
physical pain, sleep disorders or difficulties, and illnesses. Include problems with
weight if there is a distinct health problem, for example, "I am obese and my doctor
wants me to lose weight," or "weight loss due to illness." Exclude problems with
weight or eating if there is a compulsive quality to these behaviors (for example,
binge eating), or if weight is associated with body-image/self-worth (for example,
feeling worthless in relation to one's weight). Do not include physical abuse or
violence (trauma). Code it only if there is an actual physical complaint, not just fear
of getfing ill.
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For example:
"Chronic stomach problems"
|1 have Lyme disease (or another physical illness)"
"Trouble sleeping/nightmares"
"I am obese"
"I have a heart condition"
Category 7: Substance Abuse
Statemems in this category refer to any abuse or dependence on alcohol or drugs.
This may include frequent use, trouble with the law around substance use,
withdrawal, recovery, attending AA or NA, or worry about using substances.
For example:
"Problems with marijuana"
"I drink too much"
"Did too much LSD"
"Had to go to AA"
"Suffered from withdrawal"
Category 8: Trauma
This category includes any incident or series of incidents that threatens a person's
bodily or emotional integrity. This may include: physical, sexual, and emotional
abuse; rape; death of a parent or close one, survivors of war or natural disasters.
Please also include issues pertaining to abandonment or neglect.
For example:
"Mother died recently"
"Abuse at home"
"Childhood sexual/physical abuse"
"Abusive partner"
"Unwanted sex, rape"
"Parents abandoned me when I was young"
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Category 9: Environmental Stresses
This category refers to problems due to one's environment (place or location),
as well as stresses due to societal/enviromnental constraints, or life circumstances. In
these cases, the problem is not stated as a "psychological" or internal process; rather,
the difficulty in located in the environment (externally).
For example:
"Dealing with Racism"
"Homophobia"
"This place is not friendly towards women" [sexist]
"Being poor" [poverty]
"Sexual harassment"
"Difficult life circumstances"
Category 10: No Defining Problem
Use this category if the patient does not report any specific problems, or reports that
others insisted on their therapy (e.g., external referral). Also, use this category only
as a default; if a statement can fall into another category, choose a specific category
over No Defining Problem.
For example:
"Would like to talk to someone about my feelings"
"My doctor referred me"
"Want to talk about my problems"
"Basic life issues"
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Section V: Coding Compound Problems
Rules for Coding Compound Problems
This section of the manual addresses client statements that contain both a
feeling/thinking stem and an associated problem, that is, a compound problem. If a
statement can be meaningfully subdivided, then the following guidelines apply:
Coding Rule 1
Please code the feeling/thinking stem and the associated problem separately.
Almost always, the feeling/thinking stem, as an "internal psychological process," will
consist of Emotional Distress, Self-Management, or Self-Concept/Esteem. The
associated problem can be coded as any of the categories.
Coding Rule 2
Having coded each component, there is one rule for prioritizing the code that
takes precedent. The rule is as follows: When the associated problem relates to a
specific event/relationship/condition, then the coding of the associated problem takes
precedent over the coded stem. However, when the associated problem refers to a
general event/relationship/condition, then the coding of the stem takes precedent over
the coded associated problem.
Definition of Specific (according to each category)
Emotional Distress: Specific emotional distress refers to a specific emotional
experience (such as feeling upset, frustrated, sad, anxious) and even a statement of
"emotional problems;" but the client must specify some emotional component.
Self-Management: Specific problems with self-management involve particular
behaviors or thoughts (such as difficulties with concentration, organization,
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obsessions, compulsions) rather than general statements of "not coping" or "not
dealing."
Self-Concept/Esteem: Statements of self-concept/esteem are specific enough. These
include feelings of low self-esteem, worthlessness, and statements about one's self-
image or identity.
Relationship: A specific relationship is defined as a relationship with one individual
where the relationship is specific (e.g., spouse, partner, best friend, child, parent,
boss, classmate, etc.), or a relationship with more than one person in which the nature
of the relationship is specified (i.e., children, parents, supervisors, relatives, etc.). By
contrast, references to "others," or "people, " etc. would not be seen as specific.
Physical Complaints: As a category, physical complaints are specific enough. These
include examples of backache, headache, and sleep difficulties.
Substance Abuse: As a category, substance abuse is specific enough. References to
"substance abuse" or specific substances like "marijuana" or "alcohol" suffice.
Trauma: As a category, trauma is specific enough. Accept any references to "past
trauma" or "past abuse." However, do not accept general statements like "grief about
the past." In this case, it is unclear if any trauma occurred.
Environmental Stresses: As a category, environmental stresses is specific enough.
Specific environmental stressors include conditions like poverty, housing,
discrimination, racism, homophobia. Also include statements like "my social
envirormient," or mention of a specific location (such as "this school").
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Emotional Distress Stem
This is one of three "internal psychological processes" stems. See the section on the
main categories for a detailed description.
Emotional Distress Stem plus general associated problem (AP)
"Worried / about the future"
[ED] [general P]
[Final coding = ED]
In this example, the internal experience is "worried" which takes on the associated
problem "the future." As the associated problem is general, this stem takes precedent
and the item is coded as Emotional Distress.
Emotional Distress stem plus specific associated problem (AP)
In the following examples, the associated problem is specific. Hence, the coding of
the associated problem takes precedent over the stem.
"Feeling anxious / about not being close to my daughter"
[ED] [R]
[Final coding = R]
"Worrying /about my use of marijuana"
[ED] [SA]
[Final coding = SA]
"My partner / makes me angry"
This item may be reworded as the following:
"I am angry / with my partner"
[ED] [R]
[Final coding = R]
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"Feeling frustrated / about not being who I want to be "
[ED] [SC]
[Final Coding = SC]
Self-Management stem
Self-Management stem plus a general associated problem
In the following examples, the Self-Management stem takes precedent over a
general associated problem:
"Procrastinate a lot / with my work"
[SM] [general P]
[Final coding = SM]
"Can't stop obsessing / over things I've done wrong"
[SM] [general P]
[Final coding = SM]
Self-Management stem plus a specific associated problem
In the following example, the associated problem takes precedence over the stem.
"Can't stop thinking about / my ex-partner"
[SM] [R]
[Final coding = R]
Self-Concept/Esteem stem
Self-Concept/Esteem stem plus a general associated problem
In the following examples, the Self-Concept stem takes precedence over the
general associated problem.
"Feeling self-conscious or inferior / with other people"
[SC] [general P]
[Final coding = SC]
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"Other people sometimes make me / feel worthless"
This may be reworded as:
"I sometimes feel worthless / with other people"
[SC] [general R]
[Final coding = SC]
Self-Concept/Esteem stem plus a specific associated problem
In the following examples, the specific associated problem takes precedent o
stem.
"Feeling like a bad person / for not communicating with my partner"
[SC] [R]
[Final Coding = R]
"Feeling worthless/ for not standing up to my boss"
[SC] [R]
[Final Coding = R]
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Section VI: Ronndarv Cases
Overview and Examp les of Boundary Casp^
This section provides examples of statements where statements may be coded
into more than one category. While there are many possibilities, the following are
examples of some of the most typical cases. There is also the possibility that some
problems are compound, rather than simple. In these cases, please refer to the section
on coding compound problems.
Client issues that span categories
There are some issues that may cover a number of different categories. These
problems include eating disorders, sexual problems, abortion, spirituality, sexual
orientation, family alcoholism, and family illness. The following is a guide for
classifying some of these issues.
Eating problems
If an eating problem is mentioned alone, please code it as Self-Management.
The assumption here is that a person has a difficult time controlling their eating
behaviors. For example:
"I binge eat."
'T am anorexic (or am bulimic)."
"I eat as a response to stress."
"I have an eating disorder."
For some people, eating problems may be an actual physical complaint. If
they describe their eating as a health problem, please code it as a Physical Complaint.
For example:
"My doctor says I'm obese and should cut down on eating"
"My eating too much has led to health problems."
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Be careful of coding compound problems. Some people link other problems to their
eating habits. Be sure to code the associated problem. For example:
"I am ugly because I eat too much"
[SC] [SM]
[Final coding = SC]
Sexual problems
Sex is another complicated issue that spans a number of categories. When
mentioned alone, please code sexual problems as Relationships. It is assumed here
that sexual problems take place in relation to one's partner(s). For example:
"Sexual problems"
"Problems having sex"
"My sex life"
"Don't want to have sex"
"Not interested in sex."
[Final Coding = R]
However, some people may describe sexual problems as a physical problem, for
example, if a man describes being impotent. Also, please code sexual abuse as
Trauma.
Abortion
Abortion, or termination of a pregnancy, may be a complex problem with
different components. If abortion is mentioned alone, please code it as a Relationship
problem. For example:
"I had an abortion."
"Dealing with my abortion."
Here, the assumption is that the woman may be dealing with the loss of a
potential child. I decided not to code this event as "trauma" because many women
have made a conscious and sometimes, positive choice to terminate their pregnancy.
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In addition, tliere may be otlier related problems that the woman may mention. For
example:
"Someone raped me and I had to have an abortion."
[Final Coding = T]
"My boyfriend is having a hard time with my abortion."
[Final Coding = R]
Spirituality
Matters of spirituality and religion are complex problems that may also span a
number of different categories. If a person is struggling with developing a sense of
spirituality, please code such statements into the category of Self-Concept/Esteem.
For example:
"Developing a sense of spirituality"
In this statement, it is assumed that this person is developing as sense of him/herself
as "spiritual," so the statement is coded as Self-Concept/Esteem. Other statements
may be more complicated, however, such as:
"Wanting to serve God"
No one category seems to apply here; it could be a matter of Self-Concept/Esteem
(as a pious person), a life transition, or this client's relationship with his/her God. In
the absence of any further information, code this statement as Relationship, since the
client considers God as a being to relate to.
Sexual Orientation
Problems about sexual orientation may fall into a number of different
categories, depending on how a client describes their experiences. Many of these
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statements are about the client's identity, and should be coded as Self-
Concept/Esteem. For example:
"Sexual identity"
"Being comfortable with a gay/lesbian/bisexual identity"
"Commg out as gay/lesbian/bisexual"
Issues related to sexual orientation may also arise in other categories, for
example:
"I'm gay and I don't know how to deal with my sexual feelings"
[Final Coding = ED]
This statement is coded as emotional distress because the focus is on the feelings, not
his identity, per se. In another example:
"I have problems with my best friend (same-sex), whom I am in love with "
[Final Coding = R]
While this client is making known their sexual orientation, the primary focus here is
on the relationship.
Family Alcoholism
Having a family member who is an alcoholic can involve a breadth of
problems. In addition to practical problems (getting appropriate treatment or care for
the family member, making sure they are out of danger to themselves and others),
there are strong emotional and relational components to a family's difficulties. For
example, adult children of alcoholics may suffer from lifetime problems of low self-
esteem and difficulties in relationships. As such, if you see family alcoholism
described alone please code it as Relationships.
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For example:
"My mother/father/sibling is an alcoholic"
"I grew up in an alcoholic family"
[Final Coding = R]
However, please be aware that clients may report other related problems.
For example:
"My father was an alcoholic and he was physically abusive when drunk "
Please code the family alcoholism and physical abuse separately: the first for
Relationships and the second for Trauma.
Family Illness
A client may experience a variety of difficulties when a family member
becomes ill. Practically, a client may have to dedicate energy, time, and resources to
the care of a family member. In addition, if the illness is serious, the client may face
an impending loss, or significant change of a relationship. While the practical
implications of taking care of a family member is significant, it is assumed here that
the person is coming to therapy to seek support in dealing with the changing nature of
the relationship. If mentioned alone, please code it as Relationships.
For example:
"My mother has cancer"
"My brother has HIV"
[Final coding = R]
Categorv boundaries
In contrast to previous section, which focused on specific client issues, this
section focuses on specific categories where boundaries are called into question.
Some common examples are provided.
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Emotional Distress and Self-Management
In some cases, clients will allude to the fact that they have trouble "handling,
dealing, or coping" with emotional distress. For example:
"I can't handle my depression"
"I can't cope with my anxiety"
In these cases, please code these statements as Emotional Distress, because it is
assumed that the distress is the object of the "not coping" (like a compound problem).
In other cases, clients may make more general statements such as:
"I can't handle my problems"
"I can't deal or cope with my life"
In these cases, please code these statements as Self-Management. It is assumed that
these clients are struggling with how to manage important problems in their lives.
For example:
"Guilty feelings for most situations in my life"
In the above statement, a client describes emotional distress (feeling guilty) in very
general terms "most situations in life." Although one may think that this is an issue
of taking control of one's life, the emphasis in the statement is on guilty feelings, so
code it as Emotional Distress. For example:
"Feeling overwhelmed"
While a person may have troubles managing things in their life, we are not sure of the
source of this feeling. Please code this statement as Emotional Distress.
For example:
"Losing my temper"
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In this case, temper may imply a behavior. While having "a temper" may involve
feelings of anger, please code it as Self Management.
For example:
"Difficulty expressing my feelings"
Here, this client is describing a problem in expressing his/her feelings. Because the
problem lies in the expression, rather than the actual feelings, please code this
statement as Self-Management.
For example:
"Becoming more relaxed"
In this statement, the client is expressing a wish to be more relaxed. Assume here that
change will involve different ways of "managing" thoughts and behaviors. While we
can also assume that that client is feeling some stress and tension, they are looking for
a different way to manage things. Please code this statement as Self-Management.
Emotional Distress and Relationships
For example:
"I feel like my relationships could be better."
While this client uses the word "feeling," there is no emotional distress specified.
Code this statement as "Relationships."
For example:
"Feeling misjudged and misunderstood."
In this instance, the client is not reporting emotional distress per se, rather, they are
expressing dissatisfaction in their relationships. Please code this example as
Relationships.
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For example:
"Loneliness"
"Jealousy"
"Detachment"
While these emotions are pertinent to relationships, please code these experiences as
"Emotional Distress" rather than Relationships.
In some cases clients may report fearing "bad" or unfortunate events that may
happen to their family members. For example:
"I am afraid this [illness] will happen to my sisters"
In this example, this person has a fear that something bad will happen to his/her
siblings. Because this is not a problem with the relationship, per se, please code this
person's fear as Emotional Distress.
Emotional Distress and Physical Complaints
Some clients may report problems that involve emotional and physical
components. For example:
"Panic attacks"
In this case, although panic attacks involve a physiological component, please code it
as Emotional Distress.
Emotional Distress and No Defining Problem
Sometimes, clients may make allusions to general "emotional and
psychological problems. For example:
"I can't deal with certain emotional and psychological problems that bother
me."
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Because this client has not specified any particular type of problem (even though they
have an emotional component), please code this statement as No Defining Problem.
Self-Management and Relationships
For example:
"I can't deal with my brother, sister, etc."
Here, while a client says they "can't deal" (a control issue); it is directly related to a
relationship. Code this as Relationships.
For example:
"Wanting to be more assertive in relationships"
Here, the client is describing a particular way that he/she would like to act in the
context of a relationship. Because the behavior takes place in the realm of
relationships (rather than just with him/herself, please code this statement as
Relationships.
For example:
"Don't want to be codependent anymore"
Again, the client is describing a particular way that he/she would like to act in the
context of his/her relationships. Because this way of being is focused in
relationships, please code this statement as "Relationships."
Self-Concept/Esteem and Relationships
Clients may make statements of concerns regarding how others perceive them.
In some cases, clients will clearly wonder, "What is wrong with me?" In these
situations in which they refer to themselves, please code them as Self-
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Concept/Esteem. However, in some cases, clients may state that they have a problem
regarding how other perceive them and inquire, "What is wrong with them?"
For example:
"I feel good about myself, but I don't think that others find me attractive"
Because the client places the locus of the problem in others, please code this
statement as Relationships.
Relationships and Trauma
For example:
"My father is abusive"
Here the client states that an abusive family member is a problem. Although a
relationship is involved, the focus is on "abuse." Code this as Trauma rather than
Relationships.
For example: "My parent left me (abandoned me) when I was young"
In this case, please consider abandonment or neglect as abuse. Again, while this
takes place in a relationship, please code abandonment or neglect as Trauma.
Relationships and Environmental Stresses
For example:
"This college is not friendly towards women."
There may be some question as to whether this is an environmental stress (the setting)
or there are specific people who are not "friendly" towards women. Because the
client does not specify a specific social context, (e.g., coworkers, classmates), rather a
"place," code it as Environmental Stresses rather than Relationships.
Self-Management and No Defining Problem
1 10
For example:
"I don't know what to do with my future"
"Taking control ofmy destiny"
In these examples, it may seem like the client does not specify a particular
problem, for they refer to general issues like "my future" or "my destiny" or "my
life." However, they do mention having a difficult time handling, or taking control of
their lives; given their stated difficulties in managing things, please code such
statements as Self-Management.
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Section VII: Guidelines fnr PnHinp
Overview of Guideline';
This section of the manual provides the guidelines for coding statements from
the PHQ based on the assumption that one is familiar with previous sections of the
manual. In particular, one should be acquainted with definitions of the nine main
categories (Emotional Distress, Self-Concept/Esteem, Self-Management,
Relationships, Physical Complaints, Substance Abuse, Trauma, and Enviromnental
Stresses), able to distinguish between Simple and Compound problems, and able to
make decisions about boundary cases.
Quick Guidelines for coding PHQ items
These guidelines have been kept to a minimum and should provide the necessary
principles for coding all items. These stages should count for the majority of items.
Stage 1
:
Code the number of problems the client is reporting.
Stage 2: Identify whether each problem is a Simple or Compound item.
In your mind, reword the item if necessary, e.g., change a question
to a statement, or switch phrase order.
Stage 3
:
If it is a Simple problem, code according to the various definitions
provided. Only a single coding is acceptable for any item. Review the
manual for examples in boundary cases. If these instances are not
specifically mentioned, make your best guess. Please code each and
every item.
Stage 4: If it is a Compound item, mentally divide the item into a "feeling or
thinking stem" and an "associated problem."
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Stage 5
:
Code the "feehng or thinking" stem. This stem can only be coded as
Emotional Distress, Self-Management, or Self-Concept/Esteem.
Stage 6: Decide whether the associated problem is general or specific.
Stage 7: If the associated problem is general, then the coding of the stem
remains the coding of the overall item.
Stage 8: If the associated problem makes reference to a specific event.
relationship, or condition, then code the problem item according to the
focus of the associated problem.
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Section VIII: Suggestions for R evisions to the Coding M^n.ml
The coding manual outlined in the Appendix was used in the final study of
this project. However, after reviewing the results from the final study, the following
changes to the manual are suggested:
1
.
Create a separate Achievement category for items that pertain specifically
to job/work/career, school, and financial problems. For example:
"Academics"
"Managing finances"
"Financial problems"
"Problems with my job"
2. Clarify issues pertaining to eating, sleeping, headaches—consider placing
these issues in Physical Complaints. Consider weight issues, as well. For
example:
"I sleep too much"
"Problems with eating"
"Headaches"
"Sleeplessness"
3
.
Change category of Environmental Stresses to Societal/Cultural
Stresses—include only issues pertaining societal problems, such as
poverty, discriminafion, sexism, homophobia, racism, etc. For example:
"Sexual harassment"
"How to deal with racism"
"Cultural adjustment"
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